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Abstract

The epitaxial growth of functional materials onto semiconductor substrates have
successfully driven new technologies and tailor materials properties over some decades. We
report on the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of several interfaces between
MnSb and the III-V semiconductors (InSb, InP and GaAs) as well as the semi-metal Sb,
using spin-polarized density functional theory simulations. In addition, the low index oxide
interfaces between NiO and MgO were studied. This work is motivated by the potential
application of these material combinations in spintronics. Spin polarization at the interfaces
between MnSb and non-magnetic materials (III-V semiconductors and a semi-metal) have
been predominantly computed from density functional theory calculations.

Initially, multilayers of zinc blende MnSb(111)/InSb(111) are investigated. The Mn-
to-Sb termination of the interface between a zinc blende half-metallic ferromagnet, MnSb,
with 100% spin polarization and InSb both in the (111) direction, is energetically more stable
and maintains a high spin polarization of 92.6%. Spin polarization, which is usually reduced
or destroyed at the interfaces of half-metallic ferromagnets, is seen to behave differently in
the Mn-to-Sb termination of the MnSb(111)/InSb(111) interface structure. And this high
spin polarization of 92.6% is injected into the first atomic layer of the InSb(111) slab, before
reducing to 40.0% in the fourth atomic layer of the semiconductor slab.

Then the interfaces between niccolite (n)-MnSb(0001) and InP(111) and GaAs(111)
were studied in the following chapter. The studies of the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and n-
MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interfaces show that the Mn-to-P termination of the n-MnSb(0001)/
InP(111) and Mn-to-As termination of the n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) superlatices have an
enhanced spin polarization of 63.9% and 61.1% respectively, which is far higher than the
bulk n-MnSb spin polarization of approximately 18%. These interfaces become less energet-
ically unfavourable than in the bulk n-MnSb, while the other possible atomic terminations
at the interface are more unfavourable.

In the case of the models of Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001) interfaces designed. The Sb
layer prevents oxidation of the MnSb surface and the Mn-to-Sb termination of these epi-
taxial models shows that Sb can grow on MnSb with interesting properties, which agrees
with ongoing experimental results. Ionic-covalent bond mix is observed on the Mn-to-Sb
termination of the Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001) interface, which have a reverse spin polarization
of -57.7%.

At the low index interfaces NiO(111)/MgO(111), NiO(001)/MgO(001) and NiO(110)/
MgO(110) a half-metallic ferrimagnetic behaviour is seen on the Ni-to-O termination of the
NiO(001)/ MgO(001) interface. Whereas the energetically more favourable Ni-to-O termi-
nation of the NiO(111)/ MgO(111) interface structure display a half-metallic like property
at its interface.

The main aim of this study is to find new interfacial systems with highly spin polar-
ized interface, which may be used for an efficient spin injection device and spin polarization
calculation have revealed such interfaces.

x



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Spintronics is an emerging field of nanotechnology that utilizes the spin state

of electrons instead of their fundamental charge to process data in electronic

devices. This involves the detection of electron spins and injecting it from

one material to another. By utilizing the electron spin, it led to faster and

higher density computer hard disk drives. For several decades now metal-based

spintronics has being used in device manufacturing to make spin-valve head

(in hard disk as magnetic sensor), magnetic random access memory (MRAM)

and magnetic tunnel junction magnetoresistive random access memories (MTJ

MRAM) devices with improved storage capacity [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These devices

are basically made by sandwiching a non-magnetic layer (metal or insulator)

in between multilayered structure of ferromagnetic materials and uses the gi-

ant magnetoresistance (GMR) or tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) principle.

Combining semiconductors with ferromagnetic materials to form heterostruc-

tures has been considered and shown to exhibit new and interesting features

[6, 7]. This is expected to combine storage, detection, logic and communi-

cation capabilities on a single spintronic device [8]. New device concepts,

such as a spin polarized field effect transistor (Spin FET) have been proposed

[9]. In semiconductor-based spintronics devices, advantages such as increased

data processing speed, improved way of storing information, decreased electric

power consumption and non-volatility can be achieved when the spin degree

of freedom is added to conventional electronic devices [10, 11]. A typical
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spin-FET device structure is shown in figure 1.1 with a semiconductor chan-

nel between two ferromagnets. Spin-polarized charge from the source, passes

through the channel to the drain. The spins in FM1 and FM2 layers can

point in the same or opposite direction. The spins can process or not process,

depending on the gate voltage. However, injecting an efficient spin-polarized

current into the semiconductor structure from ferromagnetic contacts is a com-

plex issue and is an important aspect of spintronic devices [12]. Spin injection

is difficult due to the following reasons: conductivity mismatch, interface reac-

tivity, chemical stability of the interface and Schottky barrier height between

the ferromagnetic and semiconducting material [13, 14, 15]. Also, increase in

temperature causes a reduction in the spin polarization [6].

Figure 1.1: A spin polarized field effect transistor (Spin-FET) device structure.

To tackle the challenge of inefficient spin injection, either a tunnel bar-

rier (an insulator) or an effective spin source is needed, or a structurally com-

patible semiconductor host which will minimise mismatch and allow a smooth

transmission of the spin current generated. Presently, functional materials

such as transition metal pnictides (TMP), ferromagnetic half metals (HM),

antiferromagnets, functional oxides and their interfaces with semiconductors

are explored [16, 17]. Antiferromagnets (e.g. NiO and CuMnAs) can com-

plement or replace ferromagnets as the active components of spintronic de-

vices, which are then called antiferromagnetic spintronic devices [17, 18]. The

net magnetic moment of antiferromagnets is zero and its magnetism is exter-

nally invisible. This makes it a promising material for application in robust
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non-volatile memory devices, such as spin transfer torque (STT) MRAM and

magnetic cloaking. STT MRAM is based on magnetic switching without big

magnetic fields (spin torque effect), which requires only a small bi-directional

current (<150 µA) for its switching operation. While conventional MRAM

is based on field induced magnetic switching and requires two high currents

(>10 mA) for magnetic field generation purposes [19, 20, 21]. A STT MRAM

device has the advantages of low power consumption, high storage density and

easy integration with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) cir-

cuits. Such a memory device has the added advantage of been robust and

not susceptible to damage from an external magnetic field when made from

an antiferromagnetic material due to its net magnetic moment of zero. Mag-

netic cloaking devices can also take advantage of the zero magnetic moment

of an antiferromagnet, because, it will be impossible to detect it using regular

magnetic sensors.

An efficient spin generator should have high spin polarization and it is

important to measure the spin polarization of conduction electrons when inves-

tigating the electronic structure of potential materials. The available methods

are spin-resolved photoemission and inverse photoemission, spin-resolved soft

X-ray absorption, and transport measurements in point contacts and tunnel

junctions, either with two ferromagnetic electrodes or with one ferromagnetic

and one superconducting electrode 1 [22]. The degree of spin polarization can

be defined in several ways and a more general definition can be written as [23]:

Pnvi =
(nvi)↑ − (nvi)↓
(nvi)↑ + (nvi)↓

(1.1)

where n↑(↓) is the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level and vi↑(↓) is the

velocity of an electron with spin ↑ (↓). When i = 0 it is called the DOS spin

polarization (see equation 1.2). The velocity of the spin up (↑) electrons could

be very slow compared to the spin down (↓) electrons even if their DOS were

the same, hence a strong polarization in ballistic transport.

Pn =
n↑ − n↓
n↑ + n↓

(1.2)

1http://www.nsrrc.org.tw/NsrrcWebSystem/UPLOADS\%5CCHINESE\%5CPUBLISH_

YEARLY\%5C2001~2002/10-13.pdf
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A half-metallic binary alloy (e.g. cubic MnSb) [6] has 100% spin polar-

ization at the Fermi level, a high Curie temperature (above 400 K) [14, 6] and

a large magnetic moment per unit cell (4.00 µB) which are important ingre-

dients for a successful fabricated spintronic device to have [24, 25]. However

the structures of these half-metallic binary alloys are metastable. But growing

metastable half metals (HM) on III-V semiconductors could produce films with

stable structures. The half-metallicity in the bulk is affected by increase in

temperature and is usually not preserved at the interface [6]. Here, I will not

be dealing with temperature but we are looking at the interfaces in particular.

A half-metallic binary alloy such as zinc blende MnSb has the needed

structural compatibility with conventional zinc blende (ZB) semiconductors

[24, 26]. Combining these two important classes of materials can pave the way

for new devices with improved performance. In this work III-V semiconductors

with exceptional properties and antimony (Sb) has been combined with a

promising TMP MnSb by modelling their heterostructures using first principles

simulation method to find new behaviors at their interface. The HM variant

of nickel oxide (NiO) interfaced with the popularly used insulator material,

magnesium oxide (MgO) was also studied. The TMP MnSb will be introduced

briefly in the next section.

1.2 Structures of the Transition Metal Pnic-

tide MnSb

Transition metal pnictides are made of a transition metal atom (e.g. Mn, Cr

or Ni) and a pnictogen atom (e.g. Sb or As). These materials can crystalize

in a range of crystallographic structures (e.g. NiAs-type, zinc blende) and

MnSb is a typical example. MnSb usually forms a double hexagonal niccolite

(n) structure with an ABAC stacking order and belongs to the space group

P63/mmc (see figure 1.2 (a)). The stacking arrangement is such that the

transition metal occupies the ’A’ sites, while the pnictogen (Group V) atom

occupies the alternating ’B’ and ’C’ sites. Although, MnSb prefers the NiAs-

type (niccolite) structure, it also exists in two other metastable (cubic [zinc

blende] and wurtzite) phases [6]. Figure 1.2 gives an illustration of the three

4



Table 1.1: Structural properties of the three polymorphs MnSb.

Polymorph Structure Type Space Group
Lattice Parameter (Å)

a c
n-MnSb Niccolite P63/mmc (no. 194) 4.12 5.77 [14]
c-MnSb Zinc blende F4̄3m (no. 216) 6.21 6.21 [27]
w -MnSb Wurtzite P63mc (no. 186) 4.29 7.00 [6]

polymorphs of MnSb, namely: (a) niccolite (n)-MnSb, (b) cubic (c)-MnSb

and (c) wurtzite (w)-MnSb structures. Their crystallographic information

and lattice parameters are listed in table 1.1. The atoms of a zinc blende unit

cell are said to be tetrahedrally coordinated and those of a niccolite structure

forms a trigonal prismatic geometry.

Figure 1.2: MnSb crystallizes in these Polymorphs: (a) niccolite (n) (b) cubic
(c) and (c) wurtzite (w) structure.

1.3 Half-Metals

Half-Metals (HM) are materials that behave like an insulator in one spin di-

rection and a metal in the other. Their DOS plot has 100% spin-polarized

conduction electrons at the Fermi level resulting from a gap, usually in the

spin-down direction [28]. HMs are mainly ferromagnetic (or ferrimagnetic),

which include Heusler alloys, oxides, and binary compounds. They are ideal

for spin-dependent electronics because the efficiency of any spin-dependent

device is maximized if the current is 100% spin polarized. Whereas in conven-

tional electronics the charge of the electrons plays the key role of conduction

and the spin is simply used for storing information, in HM-based devices,
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spin is injected from the HMs to semiconductors. It is imperative to have an

efficient spin injection for the device to be effective.

The three main classes of HMs based on their crystal structure systems

are: Heusler alloys (e.g. NiMnSb), oxides (e.g. CrO2) and zinc blende (e.g.

MnAs, and c-MnSb) type. All HMs have at least one transition metal (TM)

atom (Co, Mn or Fe) in them and their d -states play a major part in the

half-metallicity. When the d -states interacts with other TM atoms d -states,

the p-states of oxygen atoms, pnictides or elements of Group IV, a number of

distinctive properties can be seen. Due to the nature of the atoms involved

and distinct crystal strucuture for each class of HM, their density of states

features are dissimilar [11]. Generally the DOS shows s-like states from the

non-TM atoms (oxygens, pnictides and Group IV elements) in the low-energy

region of the valence manifold. In cubic or tetrahedral environment, TM d -

states are divided into triply and doubly degenerate multiplets. For the cubic

case, triply degenerate states are denoted t2g and have lower energy compared

to the doubly states designated eg. This results as sections of the dxy, dyz, and

dzx states point in the direction of neighboring atoms while parts of the eg

states to second-nearest neighbors. The order of the two states is inverted in

a tetrahedral case. Contingent upon how strong the d-d interaction amongst

nearby TM elements is in relation to the d-p interaction (TM and non-TM

elements), the topmost occupied states can either be d or d-p hybridized (see

figure 1.3). The half-metallicity in all three classes of HMs is related to the

d-d and d-p interactions which can be understood in terms of the crystal

field, hybridization, and exchange interaction. In the next paragraph, this

discussion will focus on HMs with the zinc blende structure while interested

readers should look at reference [11, 10, 29] for information on Heusler alloys

and the oxides types.

In the zinc blende structured HMs, the anion for bonding can be a

valence IV, V or VI element whose electronegativity is weaker than that of

an O atom. The anion s and p states form sp3 type orbitals and the five-

fold degenerate d -orbitals of the cation (a TM element) split into t2g and

eg-type states as a result of the tetrahedral environment. Energies of the

t2g (dxy, dyz and dzx) states are higher than those of the eg states. The sp3

type orbitals of the anions and linear combinations of the cations dxy, dyz and
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dzx orbitals point towards each other when close enough and then interact

to form bonding and antibonding states. Given in figure 1.3 are the MnAs

structure and its d-p hybridization. On the left hand side, Mn and As atoms

are represented by black and pink spheres respectively. In the cubic unit cell

Mn atom is positioned at (0.25, 0.25, 0.25)a along the body diagonal and

the primitive cell contains one atom each of Mn and As, where the lattice

parameter a of MnAs is 5.77 Å. An overlap of Mn d -orbital and As sp3

orbital is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.3. This overlap generates

bonding and antibonding states. The bonding states, i.e., d-p hybrid states

are covalent in character (charge sharing). The p-t2g hybrid states bonding has

lower energy than the eg states and more p-character. Figure 1.4 (a) depicts

the schematic diagram of the ordering of orbital energies. The d -states energy

Figure 1.3: On the left hand side is the MnAs structure with Mn (As) atoms
indicated by black (pink) spheres. And on the right hand side is a schematic
representaion of the d-p hybridization. Figure from reference [11].

levels of a TM element is given at the left end, while on the right end s-

and p-states energy levels of chalcogenide, pnictide, or carbide can be found.

Crystal field splitting effects can be seen as the centre is approached. The

five-fold degenerate d -states of TM atom split into triply t2g and doubly eg

degenerate states due to the crystal field. sp3-type orbitals are formed by the

non-TM element. Consequential upon the d-p hybridization, are the bonding

(p-t2g) and antibonding (t∗2g) states given at the middle of figure 1.4 (a). A

DOS representation of the orbital states ordering is shown in figure 1.4 (b) and
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Figure 1.4: (a) Splitting from the crystal-field under tetrahedral symmetry in
the 3d orbitals for a given spin as well as the d-p orbitals hybridization in the
ZB structure. Superscripts represent degeneracy. (b) A typical DOS of an HM
in the ZB structure. Figure is adapted from reference [11].

only states around the Fermi energy level EF are visible in the diagram. The

eg (i.e dz2 and dx2−y2) states form the nonbonding states because they point

toward second neighbors instead of the closest neighboring cations. Their

energy bands can overlap with or be detached from the d-p bonding states

(p-t2g) and a gap is formed if they are separated. As can be seen in the

spin down (↓) channel, the bonding p-t2g states and nonbonding eg states are

separated by a gap with EF cutting through this gaps. The bonding p-t2g

and nonbonding eg states in the majority-spin (↑) states overlap as shown in

the figure. A substantial anion-p character is in the bonding states whereas

d-p hybrid states with mostly transition-element d character are antibonding

states. In order to allow the unit cell to contain the total number of valence

electrons, the smallest-energy antibonding states in the majority-spin channel

are occupied owing to the exchange splitting of majority- and minority-spin

states. Hence half-metallicity emerges as a result of the partial occupation (of

the t∗2g band) in the majority-spin channel. It is worth mentioning that among

the three classes of HMs, hybridization is strongest in the zinc blende (ZB)

HMs because of its d-p hybrid character near EF . In the case of Heusler alloys

and oxide HMs, d -states are the leading character near the EF .

For stoichiometric HMs, the last occupied minority-spin band is filled

(see figure 1.4 (b)) and contains an integer number of valence electrons. Hence
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the magnetization M /µB = (N↑−N↓) gives an integer total moment per cell.

This leads to the Slater-Pauling rule which says the total magnetic moment M

is given by the difference Z − 18 (a general expression), where Z is the total

number of valence electrons [30, 31, 32].

1.4 Electron Counting Rule for III-V Semi-

conductor Polar Surfaces

In the preceeding section I talked about the behaviour of bulk HM, but as

soon as an interface is made, the bulk symmetries will be broken and the

crystal field picture no longer works because the symmetry environment is

now different. I now need to think carefully about what happens at interfaces

and surfaces to a HM (e.g. Does it maintain the half-metallicity?). A useful

way to check if a semiconductor surface that obeys the electron counting rule is

still a semiconductor (i.e not metallic at the surface) and retains its band gap

at the surface is the electron counting rule. This is analogous to HM, as it is

important that the minority spin gap is maintained at the interface and it does

not behave metallic at the surface. Also, the Slater Pauling approach which

says HMs have integer magnetic moment, could be used to check whether this

carries on to the interface [32]. Metals at the surfaces generally relax because

they lack directional bonding while semiconductor surfaces reconstruct because

they have strongly directional bonding. HMs do have covalent bonding and

they might reconstruct on their surface (or interface) [33].

The electron counting rule (ECR) is a method used for predicting the

stability or properties of inorganic compounds. This method can also be ex-

tended from bulk structures to surface and interface models [34, 35, 36]. When

a bulk crystal is cleaved, it forms an energetically unfavorable surface as a re-

sult of the dangling bonds (DB) formed during the cleaving process. Figure

1.5 gives an illustration of the zinc blende and niccolite surfaces that are rele-

vant to this thesis. In figure 1.5(a) and (b) the (001) and (0001) surfaces are

respectively given. The cubic system (001) face is a non-polar square sym-

metric surface and forms two dangling bonds per atom. The niccolite (0001)

surface is a non-centrosymmetric crystal with no polarity due to the symmet-
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rical stacking sequence of the three up and three down bonding, which then

cancels the potential to zero. The Miller index plane (0001) is equivalent to

the (001) plane. Note here that the non semiconductor surface (0001) has

been included because, it is relevant to this thesis. The (110) surface depicted

in figure 1.5(c) is also a non-polar surface since it has equal numbers of anions

and cations. And the (111) surface of a zinc blende crystal shown in figure

1.5(d), which has alternately charged planes is polar. This is a typical Tasker

type 3 surface [37].

Figure 1.5: Crystal surfaces showing the: (a) (001) surface of a ZB crystal,
(b) (0001) surface of a niccolite structure (e.g. n-MnSb), (c) (110) surface and
(d) (111) surface of ZB crystal within the unit cell. The orange shaded area
indicates the position of the surface plane.

The more complex surface (111), has an inequivalent number of dan-

gling bonds at its surface. Considering the polar GaAs(111) face with two

possible terminations, A and B. The surface is called (111)A surface, if it is

Ga-terminated and (111)B when it is As-terminated. In the GaAs(111)A sur-

face, each top layer Ga atom has a dangling bond. Removing one of these

Ga atoms exposes three As-dangling bonds from the As-layer below, which is
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energetically unstable. To ensure that it is energetically favourable, it recon-

structs to a (2×2)GaAs(111)A surface with one in four of Ga atoms as surface

vacancies (see Fig. 1.6). This vacancy formation allowed for the surface to

transit from metallic-to-semiconducting. From figure 1.6, the removal of one

out of the four surface Ga atoms leaves three dangling bonds in the surface

layer. These can then give their electrons to the three As dangling bonds in

the layer underneath made by the expulsion of the Ga atom. This results

in a filled As dangling bonds and an empty Ga dangling bonds [38, 39, 40].

Reducing the number of dangling bonds, minimises the energy of the surface.

The III-V semiconductors achieve this through the transfer of electrons from

the dangling bonds of the Group III element to the dangling bonds of the

Group V element. This electron transfer occurs because of the presence of sp3

hybridised bonding orbitals in zinc blende structure.

Figure 1.6: (a) Schematic showing the (2×2) GaAs(111)A-Ga vacancy surface
reconstruction when viewed from the surface top. The dashed blue (solid
black) lines marks the unit cell bounded by Ga (As) atoms. (b) Lateral view
of the GaAs(111)A surface slab.

Based on the electron counting rule, the lowest energy surface structure

is obtained when all the available electrons in the surface layer exactly fills

the entire dangling bonds on the Group V element and empty dangling bonds

from Group III element. Note that partially filled dangling bonds may result

to a metallic behavior of the surface. In order to verify if the reconstructed

(2×2) GaAs(111)A surface is ECR compliant, the number of electrons required

by the reconstruction is compared with the total number of valence electrons

available for bonding in the layers close to the surface. For III-V semiconductor
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Table 1.2: Illustration of electron counting for the (2×2) GaAs(111)A recon-
struction given in figure 1.6(a).

Group III
bonds

Group V
bonds

Group III
DB

Group V
DB

Total e−

Charge 3/4e− 5/4e− 0e− 2e−

(2×2) 9 9 3 3 24
Total e− from Ga 9
Total e− from As 15

Total Valence 24

surfaces, each of Group III and Group V atoms averagely contributes 3/4e−

and 5/4e− respectively, to make up the total charge of 2e− needed to form a

bond. And charges on Group III dangling bond transfer to Group V dangling

bonds [38]. The total number of dangling bonds and existing dimers on the

surface are added to the non-bulk sigma bonds from the second layer, which

is the layer below the surface. Each of these bonds has 2e− and together

makes up the entire electrons required for the surface reconstruction. This is

then matched with the total number of valence electrons available in the non-

bulk bonding configurations (some valence electrons contributes to the bulk

bonding). With the (2×2) reconstruction of the GaAs(111)A surface, given

in figure 1.6, as a case study, there are 3 Ga atoms on the surface and 4 As

atoms in the layer underneath, but one As atom contributes valence electrons

in the bulk bonding on the third layer (see fig 1.6(a) and (b)). This leaves

3 As atoms available for non-bulk bonding near the surface. Each of the Ga

atoms has a single dangling bond and three III-V sigma bonds and there is no

dimer on this surface, but a Ga vacancy is present. Table 1.2 gives a summary

of the computed values for this structure and it can be seen that the quantity

of electrons required matches the quantity of accessible valence electrons thus

the structure obeys the ECR. Semiconductors such as: Si, Ge, InP, InSb and

others also reconstruct on their surfaces to form stable surface structures.

Zhang et al, proposed an extension of the ECR to account for metal-

induced surface reconstruction of compound semiconductors [41]. These ad-

justed principles are known as the generalized electron counting rules (GECR)

and they depend on three extra requirements. The first, is concerned with the

preferred location of metal adatoms on the surface. It entails that d metal
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adatoms (Mn, Cr or Fe) prefer to occupy interstitial sites near the III-V sur-

faces and sp (or s) metals like Ag, Al, as well as Au prefer to occupy the substi-

tutional sites. The second GECR suggests that a metal adatom will serve as a

donor or an acceptor depending on its Pauling electronegativity value relative

to those of the constituent elements of the semiconductor. The third GECR

states that surface reconstructions which minimize (maximize) the total num-

ber of valence electrons on the metal atoms (nR) for metal donors (acceptors)

are the lowest in energy. nR can be given as:

nR = vMnM + 3nIII + 5nV − 2nbonds (1.3)

where vM represent the number of valence electrons on a metal adatom and

nbonds is the total number of bonds (both sigma bonds and occupied DBs)

formed around the surface. On the reconstructed surface nM , nIII and nV

are respectively the number of metal, Group III and Group V atoms. The

net charge transfer from the metal adatoms to the substrates is given by

vMnM − nR. Equation 1.3 reverts to the classic ECR for low-energy sur-

face reconstructions, if there is no metal adatom (i.e nM = 0 and nR ≡ 0).

Hence, with the adsorption of metal adatoms, the preferred structure is one

that yields the lowest possible value of nR.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

In this thesis, we use density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the inter-

face properties between the transition metal pnictide, MnSb and some III-V

semiconductors. Also, the characteristics of half-metallic NiO and insulating

MgO interfaces are investigated. This study aims to determine the structural,

electronic and magnetic properties at the interfaces of these epitaxial growth

models. Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background and underlying princi-

ples for a DFT approach, and software packages used to successfully implement

a simulation are briefly introduced. The half-metallicity of cubic (c)-MnSb

and its interfaces with the high mobility semiconductor InSb is described in

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of niccolite (n)-MnSb/InP and

n-MnSb/GaAs interfaces, where the stability and polarization of these inter-
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facial systems are compared. Chapter 5 discusses the interaction of n-MnSb

with the semi-metal Sb. Chapter 6 focuses on NiO/MgO interfaces in different

crystal directions. Finally, a summary and the key conclusions of this study

together with some suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Density Functional Theory

DFT is an effective method of approximately solving the many body Schrödinger

equation for electrons, which describes the properties of materials at the

atomic, molecular and condensed scales [42, 43]. It is widely used by re-

searchers across various disciplines because of its low computational cost com-

pared to full quantum mechanical calculations [43, 44, 45]. The foremost no-

tion of DFT is to make use of the density of the electron n(r) as the argument

to functionals, which determine the properties of a many body system [44, 46].

To study the various properties of a material I approach it based on the

true, fundamental Hamiltonian of the many-electron system. This approach

is called ab-initio or first principles [42]. A simple way to start is to write the

time-independent, non-relativistic case, of the many-body Schrödinger equa-

tion for the material as:

HΨ = EλΨλ (2.1)

where, H is the Hamiltonian operator, Eλ is an energy eigenvalue and Ψλ an

eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. If the system were to be a particle in a box or

a harmonic oscillator case which has a simple Hamiltonian, the Schrödinger

equation can be solved exactly.But the physical system I have to deal with has

many electrons interacting with many nuclei in a complex way [43]. So, the

Schrodinger equation is:
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[
− ~2

2m

N∑
i=1

∇2
i +

N∑
i=1

V (ri) +
N∑
i=1

∑
j<i

U(rirj)

]
Ψλ = EλΨλ (2.2)

where m is the mass of each electron, the terms in bracket are: the kinetic

energy operator T̂ of the individual electron, the potential energy V̂ between

each electron and the collection of atomic nuclei, and the electron-electron

interaction energy Û respectively. I can rewrite equation 2.2 based on T̂ , V̂

and Û for the ground state wave function and ground state energy.

[
T̂ + V̂ + Û

]
|Ψo〉 = E|Ψo〉 (2.3)

The wave function Ψ for this many-body problem of N electrons has 3N spatial

coordinates ri, and N spin coordinates σi, hence, Ψ = Ψ(r1σ1, . . . , rNσN). In

equation 2.2 I have ignored the motion of the atomic nuclei (Born-Oppenheimer

approximation) and choose to look at the ground state wave function Ψo

with ground state energy E. Various methods have been developed to ap-

proximately solve the many-body Schrödinger equation given in equation 2.2.

The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation is the oldest and simplest one. There

are others such as the free electron model (FEM) and Thomas-Fermi model

[43, 42].

Now let us look at the DFT method of approximately solving the many-

body system. Foundation is given by Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) theorems

and the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations [46, 47]. Consider a non-magnetic system

with a non-degenerate ground state described by the non-relativistic time-

independent Schrödinger equation 2.2 or 2.3. The first HK theorem says:

The ground-state energy E can be expressed as a unique functional of the

electron density E[n(r)]. This means the information about the ground state

properties is contained in the ground state electron density. The second HK

theorem goes on to tell us about a feature of this functional: the true ground

state electron density agreeing with the complete solution of the Schrödinger

equation minimizes the total energy functional E[n(r)]. In order words, one

should vary the likely densities and choose the one that gives the minimum

energy [43, 44]. Let us rewrite equation 2.3 based on the total energy functional
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(i.e. its expectation value) given by HK theorem [46],

E[n(r)] = 〈Ψo|[T̂ + V̂ + Û ]|Ψo〉 (2.4)

E[n(r)] = T [n(r)] + U [n(r)] +

∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) (2.5)

The kinetic energy of the electrons T and Coulomb potential from the electron-

electron interaction U are independent of the external potential Vext. I can

further rewrite equation 2.5 as:

E[n(r)] = Ts[n(r)] +
1

2

∫
d3rd3r

′ n(r)n(r
′
)

|r− r′ |
+ Exc[n(r)] +

∫
d3rVext(r)n(r)

(2.6)

Ts is the kinetic energy of a putative non-interacting particle system with a

ground state density n(r), and the second term is the classical Coulomb in-

teraction. Exc[n(r)] is the exchange and correlation energy functional which

has all remaining many-particle effects in it: the many-particle input to the

kinetic energy and Pauli exclusion principle effects [44]. At this stage it is still

impossible to solve the many-body Schrödinger equation because the func-

tionals Ts[n(r)] and Exc[n(r)] are unknown, though numerous fairly accurate

functionals have been suggested for the later.

To find the minimum energy solutions of the total energy functional,

Kohn and Sham (KS) came up with a scheme that transforms the many-

particle problem to a single-particle one and gives a set of equations similar to

Schrödinger’s [44, 47]. It is called the Kohn-Sham (KS) equation and is given

as: [
−1

2
∇2 + Vext +

∫
d3r

′ n(r)

|r− r′|
+
δExc[n(r)]

δn(r)

]
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (2.7)

where, from the left-hand side, the second term is the external potential Vext

due to the interaction between an electron and the collection of atomic nuclei.

The third term is the Hartree potential VH which is the Coulomb repulsion

between the electron under consideration and the total electron density. The

next term is the functional derivative of Exc with respect to n(r) . This is the

potential Vxc of the single-particle equations due to the exchange-correlation
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energy Exc. Solving equation 2.7 self-consistently we obtain the electron den-

sity at ground state:

n(r) =
N∑
i=1

|ψi(r)|2 (2.8)

Knowing the solution {εi, ψi(r)} to equation 2.7, I can now write the unknown

functional Ts[n(r)] as

Ts[n(r)] =
N∑
i=1

εi −
∫
d3r {Vext(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r)}n(r) (2.9)

The KS equations are solved in an iterative way until a self-consistent solution

is obtained. The Kohn-Sham approach has proven to be reliable for calculating

ground state properties for many-body systems with a precision that matches

experimental data [44, 45]. Now I can write the total energy expression as

E[n(r)] =
N∑
i=1

εi −
1

2

∫
d3rd3r

′ n(r)n(r
′
)

|r− r′|
−
∫
d3rVxc[n(r)]n(r) + Exc[n(r)]

(2.10)

There is still one more complication which is that the true exchange

correlation functional is not known. This term is approximated in some way to

get an approximate energy and this makes the variational principle somewhat

suspect. However, variational principle is still used and the density obtained is

taken as the ground state density. The variational principle says: the computed

energy from any trial wave functions will be higher than the true ground state

energy, but equals it if the trial wave function is identical to the true ground

state wave function. Several approximations for Exc[n(r)] are in use today

and the popular ones are: local density approximation (LDA), generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) and hybrid functionals. LDA uses only the

local electron density to replace the exact exchange-correlation functional by

ELDA
xc [n(r)] =

∫
d3rn(r)εxc(n(r)) (2.11)

where εxc(n(r)) is the exchange and correlation energy per particle of a ho-

mogeneous electron gas with density n(r). Though it works very well but it

often overestimates bonding, which leads to slightly small lattice parameters
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(about 0.5 Å less) and slightly large bulk moduli (say 5 more) from the actual

values for a given material [44]. It can give incorrect order of phase stability

and errors in the energetics of magnetic materials, hence GGA is often used in

this work [48]. Note that the HK and KS treatment above can also be applied

to magnetic systems, in which case the spin component (e.g, n = n↑n↓) is

included. Rewriting equation 2.11 to represent the local spin density (LSD)

approximation for an electron gas of uniform spin densities n↑(r), n↓(r) gives:

ELDA
xc [n↑(r), n↓(r)] =

∫
d3rn(r)εxc(n↑(r), n↓(r)) (2.12)

GGA uses the electron density and its gradient which gives rise to a

huge number of different GGA functionals, because it needs a mix of n(r)

and ∇n(r) to be decided ad hoc. The two most common are Perdew-Wang

functional (PW91) and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE), which in

section 2.2 I have provided further details on. Although GGA is better than

LDA in some ways, it still does not deal with the issues of strongly correlated

systems, for instance transition metal oxide and heavy fermion systems. To

correct this, schemes such as LDA+U or GGA+U are used, which have an

orbital-dependent interaction term called the Hubbard U parameter [43, 44].

Hybrid functionals are made from an orbital-dependent Hartree-Fock part and

an explicit density functional. They are usually preferred by quantum chemists

over LDA and GGA for atomic and molecular calculations [44].

2.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation

The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is an extension of LDA where

information about the electron density n(r) as well as its gradient ∇n(r) is

used to provide an account of the non-homogeneity of the true electron density.

These functionals are at the centre stage of modern DFT and can be expressed

generally as:

EGGA
xc [n↑, n↓] =

∫
d3rf(n↑, n↓,∇n↑,∇n↓) (2.13)

where f(n↑, n↓,∇n↑,∇n↓) is some parametrized analytic function, that has no

analytically defined form. Several suggestions for f(n↑, n↓,∇n↑,∇n↓) exist,
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but a rational choice can be made by considering the derivations and pre-

scribed properties of a given GGA fuctional and its suitability for the material

system under study. GGA typically provides a more accurate description of

atoms, molecules and solids than the local spin density (LSD) approximation.

It typically minimizes the error due to bond dissociation energy as well as

improves the total energies, atomization energies, transition-state energy bar-

riers and structural energy differences [49, 50, 51, 52]. EGGA
xc [n↑, n↓] is usually

separated into its exchange and correlation terms, i.e.

EGGA
xc = EGGA

x + EGGA
c (2.14)

A prominent representation to simplify this GGA was first given by

Perdew and Wang in 1986 [53]. In order for this functional to be used routinely

in self-consistent calculations for atoms, molecules and solids, the exchange

energy as a functional of the density was approximated as:

EGGA
x [n] = Ax

∫
d3rn4/3Fx(s) (2.15)

where,

Ax = −3

4
(3/π)1/3 (2.16)

s = ∇n/(2kFn) (2.17)

kF = (3π2n)1/3 (2.18)

and

Fx(s) = (1 + 1.296s2 + 14s4 + 0.2s6)1/15 (2.19)

The function Fx(s) is an analytical fit. The functional form of equation 2.15

scales properly as an exchange energy [54]:

Ex[nγ] = γEn[n] (2.20)

where nγ(r) = γ3n(γr) represent the scaled density. A corresponding spin-

scaling exchange energy for a spin density functional can be constructed as:

Ex[n↑, n↓] =
1

2
Ex[2n↑] +

1

2
Ex[2n↓] (2.21)
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The functional derivative of exchange energy EGGA
x [n] is the exchange potential

needed for a self-consistent calculation

δEx
δn(r)

= Axn
1/3

[
4

3
F − ts−1dF

ds
−
(
u− 4

3
s3
)
d

ds

{
s−1

dF

ds

}]
(2.22)

where,

t = (2kF )−2n−1∇2n (2.23)

and

u = (2kF )−3n−2 ×∇n · ∇ |∇n| (2.24)

As |r| → ∞, the functional derivative for this GGA tends to zero. For a

spin-density functional, one constructs the exchange potential from:

δEx[n↑, n↓]

δnσ(r)
=
δEx[n]

δn(r)
|n(r)=2nσ(r) (2.25)

This real-space cutoff construction of GGA functional was later extended from

exchange to correlation, which led to Perdew-Wang 1991 (PW91) GGA for Exc

[55, 56]. Then in 1996, Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) came up with a

much simpler way of constructing PW91 functional with some improvements

[57]. Practically, PBE is equivalent to PW91 and they produce essentially the

same results, however PBE describes the linear response of uniform electron

gas more accurately. PBE achieves this accuracy by allowing the electron gas

to behave correctly under uniform scaling and have a smoother potential.

To construct the PBE functional, it is normal and important to impose

the real-space cutoff condition used for the construction of PW91 [53, 58]. The

PBE derivation will be summarized here, an interested reader can look at the

references [57, 56] for a detailed discussion. A GGA(PBE) construction for

correlation energy begins in the form

EGGA
c [n↑, n↓] =

∫
d3rn[εc(rs, ζ) +H(rs, ζ, t)] (2.26)

where rs is the Seitz radius, which refers to the radius of a sphere that typically
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has one electron and is defined in the equation below:

n =
3

4πr3s
=

k3F
3π2

(2.27)

The relative spin polarization ζ is given as:

ζ =
n↑ − n↓

n
(2.28)

and t is the reduced density gradient, which is a dimensionless quantity.

t =
|∇n|

2φksn
=
(π

4

)1/2(9π

4

)1/6
s

φr
1/2
s

(2.29)

Here φ is a spin-scaling factor [59],

φ(ζ) =
[(1 + ζ)2/3 + (1− ζ)2/3]

2
(2.30)

and

ks =

√
4kF
πa0

(2.31)

is Thomas-Fermi screening wave number (a0 = ~2/(me2)). The density pa-

rameters rs and ζ are local, while the density n is equivalent to n↑ + n↓ in

cases that involves spin-densities. H(rs, ζ, t) is the density gradient contribu-

tion. Under uniform density scaling of nγ(r) = γ3n(γr) to the high-density

limit (γ →∞), EGGA
c [n↑, n↓] from equation 2.26 tends to a negative constant:

EGGA
c [nγ]→ −

e2

a0

∫
d3rnγφ3 ln

[
1 +

1

χs2/φ2 + (χs2/φ2)2

]
(2.32)

where the dimensionless density gradient s is defined by equation 2.17 and

χ = (β/γ)c2 exp(−ω/γ) ∼= 0.72161(β ∼= 0.066725, γ ∼= 0.031091, c ∼= 1.2277

and ω ∼= 0.046644). For a two-electron ion of nuclear charge Z → ∞, the

correlation energy is exactly -0.0467.

To construct the PBE GGA for the exchange energy, apply the spin-

scaling relation of equation 2.21 to 2.15, which brings it to the form of equation
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2.33 for ζ = 0 everywhere. The uniform gas exchange energy εx = −3e2kF/4π.

EGGA
x =

∫
d3rnεx(n)Fx(s) (2.33)

In order to recover the useful LSD description of the linear response of the uni-

form gas, the gradient coefficient for exchange must cancel that for correlation

(as s→ 0). This leads to,

Fx(s)→ 1 + µs2 (2.34)

where µ = β(π2/3) ∼= 0.21951. Also, we want the Lieb-Oxford bound

Ex[n↑, n↓] ≥ Exc[n↑, n↓] ≥ −1.679e2
∫
d3rn4/3 (2.35)

to be satisfied [56]. This can be achieved with the simple form

Fx(s) = 1 + k − k

(1 + µs2/k)
(2.36)

which satisfies equation 2.34 as well. Here k is a constant less than or equal

to 0.804.

A good way to portray the nonlocality of the PBE GGA exchange and

correlation, is to write

EGGA
xc [n↑, n↓] =

∫
d3rnεx(n)Fxc(rs, ζ, s) (2.37)

by defining an enhancement factor Fxc(rs, ζ, s) over spin-unpolarized (ζ = 0)

local exchange [49]. The effects of correlation (rs-dependence), spin polariza-

tion (ζ), and nonlocality (s-dependence) can be shown by the enhancement

factor. Figure 2.1(a) displays the s-dependence of the enhancement factor for a

spin-unpolarized (ζ = 0) system. While, Figure 2.1(b) shows the enhancement

factor for the difference between the fully spin-polarized (ζ = 1) and unpolar-

ized (ζ = 0) Fxc(rs, ζ, s) [56]. The high-density-limit (rs → 0) is dominated

by the exchange-only enhancement factor. By definition Fx(ζ = 0, s = 0) = 1

as rs → 0, see figure 2.1(a). At fixed rs (decrease rs), as the reduced gradient

s increases, exchange is strongly turned on, whereas correlation is turned off.

On the other hand, correlation is very strong in comparison with exchange
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in the low-density-limit (rs → ∞), as a result nonlocality is dominated by

correlation. Note that for a fully spin-polarized system (rs →∞, ζ = 1), non-

locality is approximately cancelled in the low-density-limit and the exchange-

correlation hole becomes local. In the range 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, the exchange and

correlation nonlocalities are opposite, and tend to cancel for valence-electron

densities (1 ≤ rs ≤ 10).

2.3 Hubbard U and DFT+U

The local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approxima-

tion (GGA) have been successful in describing a nearly uniform electron den-

sity, but they fail in the non-uniform bound of localized electronic states with

strongly correlated electrons. In other words, on-site Hubbard-like (Coulomb)

interactions are not correctly treated in the LDA/GGA formalism, while screen-

ing correlation effects can be well described by these functionals [60, 44].

DFT+U is based on a correction to the standard functional, by providing

an improved description of the electronic states of strongly correlated sys-

tems (typically, localized d or f orbitals). This is done by adding an on-site

Hubbard-like (U) interaction to the approximate DFT total energy of a system

[60, 61, 62]:

ELDA+U [n(r)] = ELDA+U [n(r)] + EHub[
{
nIσm
}

]− EDC [
{
nIσ
}

] (2.38)

where ELDA is the total energy functional being corrected, EHub encompasses

the Hubbard Hamiltonian for correlated states, andEDC is the double-counting

(DC) term. The DC functional is not uniquely defined and different forms

have been used. However, in the unitary-transformation-invariant formulation

of LDA+U, more general expressions of EHub and EDC were given:

EHub[
{
nImm′

}
] =

1

2

∑
{m},σ,I

〈m,m′′ |Vee|m′,m′′′〉nIσmm′nI−σm′′m′′′

+ (〈m,m′′′ |Vee|m′,m′′′〉 − 〈m,m′′ |Vee|m′′′,m′〉)× nIσmm′nIσm′′m′′′ (2.39)
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Figure 2.1: The enhancement factor Fxc of equation 2.37 for the Perdew, Burke
and Ernzerhof GGA, as a function of the reduced density gradient s of equation
2.17. (a) For ζ = 0, and (b) for the difference between ζ = 1 and ζ = 0. Plot
was taken from reference [56].
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EDC
[{
nImm′

}]
=
∑
I

{
U I

2
nI(nI − 1)− J I

2

[
nI↑(nI↑ − 1) + nI↓(nI↓ − 1)

]}
(2.40)

Here nIσm are the occupation numbers of localized orbitals, I is the atomic site

index, m is state index and σ is the spin. nIσmm′ is given as:

nIσmm′ =
∑
k,v

fσkv
〈
ψσkv|φIm′

〉 〈
φIm|ψσkv

〉
(2.41)

where the coefficient fσkv denote the occupations of KS states. The first term

on the right hand side of equation 2.39 inside the bra-ket notation can be

written as:

〈m,m′′|Vee|m′,m′′′〉 =
2l∑
k=0

ak(m,m
′,m′′,m′′′)F k (2.42)

Here l is the angular moment of the localized (d or f ) electrons and ak the

angular factors is given below

ak(m,m
′,m′′,m′′′) =

4π

2k + 1

k∑
q=−k

〈lm|Ykq|lm′〉
〈
lm′′|Y ∗kq|lm′′′

〉
(2.43)

The parameters F k (F 0, F 2, and F 4 for d electrons, while f states require

F 6 to compute the matrix elements Vee) are the radial Slater integrals. The

screened on-site Coulomb (U) and exchange (J) interaction can be expressed

as:

U =
1

(2l + 1)2

∑
m,m′

〈m,m′|Vee|m,m′〉 = F 0 (2.44)

J =
1

2l(2l + 1)

∑
m6=m′,m′

〈m,m′|Vee|m′,m〉 =
F 2 + F 4

14
(2.45)

Once U and J have been calculated, the F k parameters (as well as Vee) are

extracted using the above equations by presuming atomic values for F 2/F 4

and F 6/F 4 ratios (e.g., F 2/F 4 = 0.625).

A simplified expression of EHub and EDC for the rotationally invariant

scheme which stems from equations 2.39 and 2.40 by keeping just the lowest
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order integrals F 0 and setting F 2 = F 4 = J = 0 is as follows:

EU
[{
nIσmm′

}]
= EHub

[{
nImm′

}]
− EDC

[{
nI
}]

=
∑
I

U I

2

[
(nI)2 −

∑
σ

Tr
[
(nIσ)2

]]
−
∑
I

U ′

2
nI(nI − 1)

=
U

2

∑
Iσ

Tr[nIσ(1− nIσ)] (2.46)

Diagonalizing the occupation matrices based on the localized orbitals repre-

sentation

nIσvIσi = λIσi vIσi (2.47)

with the constraints 0 ≤ λIσi ≤ 1, where λIσi and vIσi are respectively eigenval-

ues and eigenvectors. The Hubbard correction for the energy becomes:

EU
[{
nIσmm′

}]
=
U

2

∑
Iσ

∑
i

λIσi (1− λIσi ) (2.48)

with this, the corrective functional can be derived from just one interaction

parameter (U). It is normal to express the Coulomb interaction U in terms

of an effective value that includes the Hunds rule coupling J : Ueff = U − J .

It provides a more accurate account of on-site electron-electron interaction,

capturing the localization of electrons. The Hubbard correction occasionally

gives close to experimental band gap value in the band structure for some

materials (e.g. NiO and MnO) due to crystal field splittings or Hunds rule

[63, 64]. The U should not be used as an adjustable parameter to mimic

experimental band gaps.

2.4 Plane waves and Pseudopotentials

There are various computational methods employed to solve the Kohn-Sham

(KS) equations of 2.7, like Hartree-Fock (HF), Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR),

plane-waves, and others [65]. From KS theory, a general expression of the total
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energy for the finished calculation is written as

E = −
occ∑
i

∫
d3rϕ∗i (r)

∇2

2
ϕi(r) +

∫
d3rvext(r)n(r)

+
1

2

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′

n(r)n(r′)

|r− r′|
+ Exc (2.49)

where on the right on side, the first term is the non-interacting kinetic en-

ergy, the second term is the external potential, next is the Hartree term and

finally, the exchange-correlation energies. To make equation 2.49 suitable for

implementation in most DFT codes, it can be simplified further to yield:

E =
occ∑
i

εi −
∫
d3r

[
1

2
vH(r) + vxc(r)

]
n(r) + Exc (2.50)

and the electronic density is defined as:

n(r) =
occ∑
i

|ϕi(r)|2 (2.51)

In order to account for interactions between ions (Enn), a repulsive Coulomb

term should be added to the total energy in a geometry optimization calcula-

tion

Enn =
∑
α,β

ZαZβ
|Rα −Rβ|

(2.52)

2.4.1 Plane-waves basis sets

To expand the Kohn-Sham electronic wave functions, a plane-wave basis set is

essential, since it makes better use of the periodicity of crystals. The number

of plane-waves basis set required is very large and it can be truncated to a finite

number of plane-wave functions, below a particular cutoff energy [56, 66].

Based on Blochs theorem for a periodic solid, the electronic wave-

functions can be written as

ϕk,n(r) = eik·r
∑
G

ck,n(G)eiG·r (2.53)
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where k is the wave vector, the band index is n, and the reciprocal lattice

vectors are represented by G. The plane-wave representation of Kohn-Sham

equations assume the following form

∑
G′

[
1

2
|k + G|2δG,G′ + vion(G−G′) + vH(G−G′) + vxc(G−G′)

]
ck,n(G′)

= εk,nck,n(G) (2.54)

where the various potentials have been given in terms of their Fourier trans-

forms. Equation 2.54 can be solved by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix,

represented by the terms in the brackets. To limit the size of the matrix (or

G) an energy cutoff is set up

|k + G|2

2
≤ Ecut (2.55)

But a very large G (many plane waves) is needed to describe accurately the

wave functions of material systems, which is a severe problem. This is because

the core electrons are tightly bound to the nuclei in solids or molecules and

the wave functions of the valence electrons change rapidly in the core region.

With the application of the pseudopotential approximation, this challenge can

be overcome.

2.4.2 Pseudopotentials

A vital component of many DFT calculations is the pseudopotentials, which

uses the fact that most physical properties of solids are mainly due to the

valence electrons. The pseudopotential method treats core electrons as frozen

entities and approximates the potential felt by the valence electrons to a weaker

pseudopotential that can reproduce smooth wave functions (pseudo wave func-

tions) of the valence electrons instead of the true valence wave functions. Fig-

ure 2.2 shows an ionic potential, valence wave function then an equivalent

pseudopotential and pseudo wave function. The wave function of a valence

electron undergoes rapid oscillation in the core electron region owing to the

strong ionic potential in this region. As a result of these oscillations the va-

lence electron wave function remains orthogonal to core electron wave func-
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tions. The pseudopotential is constructed in such a way that the pseudo wave

functions do not have radial nodes in the core region. Outside the core region

(beyond the distance rc = 1.3 au), the all electron and pseudoelectron poten-

tials are similar (see fig. 2.2) as well as their wave functions [66]. Generally,

pseudopotentials are mostly expressed as:

Figure 2.2: Comparison of all electron (solid lines) and pseudoelectron (dashed
lines) potentials and the wave functions (ψ) they represents. rc depicts the
radius at which all electron and pseudoelectron values meet. The figure is a
remake of figure 5 in Ref. [66].

VNL =
∑
lm

|lm〉Vl〈lm| (2.56)

where |lm〉 are the spherical harmonics and Vl is the pseudopotential for an-

gular momentum l. A pseudopotential is said to be local, when it uses the

same potential for all angular momentum components. Local pseudopotentials

have a very high computational efficiency compare to nonlocal ones, but just

a handful of elements can be described correctly with local pseudopotentials.

In pseudopotential applications, the amount of hardness of a pseudopo-

tential is important. When a pseudopotential requires a small (large) number

of Fourier components for its accurate representation, it is a soft (hard) pseu-
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dopotential. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials for transition metals and first

row elements in the early days of the method were extremely hard due to

their high cutoff energy, hence there was the need to find a way to improve

convergence properties of this potentials 1.

An approach which involves relaxing the norm-conservation condition

in order to generate much softer pseudopotentials was suggested by Vanderbilt

[67]. This is the ultrasoft pseudopotential scheme, where calculations with the

lowest possible cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis set is allowed. Ultrasoft

pseudopotentials have much better energy transferability and accuracy, and it

usually treats shallow core states as well a valence states. In the Vanderbilt

ultrasoft pseudopotential (usp) scheme, which reduces the number of plane

waves and energy cutoff required to describe electronic wave functions [67, 68],

the total energy of the valence electrons Nv, described by the wave functions

φi, is given by

Etot [{φi} , {RI}] =
∑
i

〈
φi| − ∇2 + VNL|φi

〉
+

1

2

∫ ∫
drdr′

n(r), n(r′)

|r− r′|

+ Exc[n] +

∫
drV ion

loc (r)n(r) + U ({RI}) (2.57)

where U(RI) is the ion-ion interaction energy, V ion
loc (r) =

∑
I V

ion
loc (|r−RI|) is

the local pseudopotential and the nonlocal pseudopotential is given by

VNL =
∑
nm,I

D(0)
nm|βIn〉〈βIm| (2.58)

where the functions βIn and coefficients D
(0)
nm characterize the pseudopotential

and differ for different atomic species. The indices n and m run over the total

number of angular momentum eigenfunctions βn, and I represents an atomic

site. The electron density is given by

n(r) =
∑
i

[
|φi(r)|2 +

∑
nm,I

QI
nm(r)〈φi|βIn〉〈βIm|φi〉

]
(2.59)

1http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/castep/documentation/WebHelp/content/pdfs/

castep.htm
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where the augmentation functions QI
nm(r) are strictly localized in the core

regions. In equation (2.59) the electron density has been separated into a

soft delocalized contribution given by the squared moduli of the wave func-

tions, and a hard localized part at the cores. The ultrasoft pseudopotential is

completely determined by V ion
loc (r), D

(0)
nm, QI

nm(r), and βn(r).

The relaxation of the norm-conserving restraint is achieved by intro-

ducing a generalized orthonomality condition

〈φi|S(RI)|φj〉 = δij (2.60)

Here the Hermitian overlap operator S is given by

S = 1 +
∑
nm,I

qnm|βIn〉〈βIm| (2.61)

and qnm is equivalent to the integral of Qnm(r). S is dependent on the ionic

positions through the term |βIn〉, βIn(r) = βn(r −RI). Based on the ultrasoft

pseudopotential scheme the Kohn-Sham equations can be expressed as:

H|φi〉 = εiS|φi〉 (2.62)

where εi represents Lagrange multipliers, and

H = −∇2 + Veff +
∑
nm,I

DI
nm|βIn〉〈βIm| (2.63)

The screened effective potential Veff , is given as

Veff (r) = V ion
loc (r) +

∫
dr′

n(r′)

|r− r′|
+ µxc(r) (2.64)

where µxc(r) = δExc[n]/δn(r). All the terms arising from the augmented

portion of the electron density are grouped with the nonlocal part of the pseu-

dopotential (eq. 2.58) by defining new coefficients

DI
nm = D(0)

nm +

∫
drVeff (r)QI

nm(r) (2.65)
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Here DI
nm differs from the parameters D

(0)
nm, in the sense that DI

nm rely on

the wavefunctions through Veff (eq. 2.64) and its values are updated in the

self-consistent calculation.

The difference between Vanderbilts ultrasoft pseudopotential and the

norm-conserving type resides in the presence of the S operator, the wave-

function dependence of the DI
nm and the fact that the number of βIn functions

is twice as large, for the ultrasoft potential. A number of calculations asso-

ciated with augmentation functions QI
nm(r) can be carried out in real space

due to the localized nature of the function involved, so that the extra steps

generally do not have a large effect on the efficiency. The usp scheme has been

implemented in the DFT code used for this work, hence I will leave out the

technical details on its algorithm generation and implementation, which can

be found in reference [68].

2.5 Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno Scheme

To concurrently relax the internal coordinates and lattice parameters of a

crystal under pressure without destroying the crystal structure symmetry in

the process, a quasi-Newton method can be used. The Broyden-Fletcher-

Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) scheme [69] is the most successful class of quasi-

Newton method [70, 71]. BFGS is an iterative optimization algorithm that

uses forces and stress to relax crystal structures efficiently. It accumulates

information about the shape of the enthalpy surface in the inverse Hessian

matrix H. From H, elastic stiffness coefficients, bulk modulus and optical

phonon frequencies at the Brillouin zone center can be estimated.

Consider a crystal structure with N atoms in the unit cell under applied

pressure p. Its enthalpy H = E + pΩ has to be minimized in a (9 + 3N)-

dimensional space:

H = H(ε, s1, . . . , sN) (2.66)

Let column vector X represent a point in configuration space, which has nine-

element column vector X3(i−1)+j = εij; i, j = 1, 2, 3. These nine components

are the strain components ε. Then the s1, s2, . . . , sN terms are the atomic

coordinates in the unit cell. The negative derivative of the enthalpy H with
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respect to X is given as force vector F .

F = −∂H
∂X
|p (2.67)

The derivatives of H = E + pΩ with respect to ε are strain components f (ε)

of F . The energy E per unit cell is a function of the lattice vectors matrix

h = a, b, c and the unit cell volume Ω is equivalent to det(h). The strain

components can be defined as

f (ε) = −(σ + pΩ)(1 + εT )−1 (2.68)

where σ is the stress at a given configuration X

σ =

(
∂E((1 + ε′)h)

∂ε′

)
ε′=0

(2.69)

and ε can become asymmetric in the course of relaxation. The other 3N

components of F in the (9 + 3N)-dimensional space of F are obtained by mul-

tiplying the forces on the atoms f1, . . . , fN in lattice coordinates with metric

tensor g = hTh, hence the complete F is express as

F =
(
f (ε), gf1, . . . , gfN

)T
(2.70)

Given the first derivative, to find the minima of the multivariable func-

tions (eq. 2.70), the BFGS algorithm is a more reliable choice due to its

stability and efficiency [71]. When close enough to a minimum Xmin, enthalpy

change δH can be approximated by

δH =
1

2
(X −Xmin) · A(X −Xmin) (2.71)

The exact minimum Xmin, cannot be computed straight away because the

Hessian matrix A is unknown, so an initial guess for A is used iteratively to

perform the relaxation. Actually it is the inverse H = A−1 of A that is being

developed. In relaxation step i+1, the earlier position Xi is updated according
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to the quasi-Newton rules

Xi+1 = Xi + λ∆Xi (2.72)

∆Xi = HiFi (2.73)

where Fi is F evaluated at Xi and λ is the step length derived from an approx-

imate line minimization along the step direction ∆Xi. With an initial guess

H0 for H as input, the BFGS quasi-Newton scheme is updated according to

Hi = Hi−1−
(Xi −Xi−1)⊗ (Xi −Xi−1)

(Xi −Xi−1) · (Fi − Fi−1)
−(Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1))⊗ (Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1))

(Fi − Fi−1) ·Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1)
+ [(Fi − Fi−1) ·Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1)]U ⊗ U (2.74)

U =
(Xi −Xi−1)

(Xi −Xi−1) · (Fi − Fi−1)
− Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1)

(Fi − Fi−1) ·Hi−1(Fi − Fi−1)
(2.75)

To guarantee a sensible step size during the first few relaxation steps,

H0 should be initialized properly. It is imperative that H0 does not disrupt

the symmetry when it is applied to a force vector F . Dependence of the en-

thalpy on ε is governed by the bulk modulus. Upon movement of the atomic

coordinates from the equilibrium positions, increase in enthalpy is determined

by the optical phonon frequencies at the Brillouin zone center. The line mini-

mization needed to find λ in equation 2.72 cannot be performed exactly, and

λ is usually assigned a value of 1. With the BFGS method, an approximation

to the Hessian matrix is built up over successive electronic minimisation steps.

The initialization of H0 can be done as block diagonal with (3×3) ma-

trices of the form g−10 M̄−1ω̄−2O and setting the strain part of H0 to a (9×9)

identity matrix multiplied by (3ΩB0)
−1 [71]. H0 is then express as:
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H0 =



(3ΩB0)
−1 0

. . .

(3ΩB0)
−1

g−10 M̄−1ω̄−2O
. . .

0 g−10 M̄−1ω̄−2O


.

(2.76)

Here B0 is the bulk modulus, M̄ is the average mass of the atoms, g0 is the

initial configuration metric tensor, and ω̄O is the average optical phonon fre-

quencies at the Brillouin zone centre. In equation (2.76), B0 and ω̄O are the

only free input parameters, which are usually estimated when H0 is initialised.

To initialise H0 in this PhD study, an initial estimate of 500 GPa and 1668

cm−1 has been maintained throughout for the bulk modulus and phonon fre-

quency, respectively.

2.6 Computational Code and Softwares

In this section, I briefly introduce the DFT code used throughout this thesis

and other supporting software packages.

2.6.1 CASTEP Package

The density functional theory calculations in this thesis are executed using

the software package CASTEP [72], which stands for CAmbridge Serial Total

Energy Package. CASTEP is a leading first-principles quantum mechanical

modelling code. It uses the plane-wave basis set and pseudopotentials methods

for the description of a materials electrons and nuclei. The development of this

code started in the late 1980s at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge by

M. C. Payne2. Typically, CASTEP is applied to study surfaces, structural,

electronic and optical properties of materials. CASTEP optimizes the atomic

geometry of a system using the BFGS method by default, until the total energy

2www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/about/history
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of the structure is minimized.

CASTEP is written in modern Fortran language and is capable of paral-

lel computing. A high performance computing (HPC) cluster named Minerva

was mainly used to run the CASTEP simulations. Minerva was a regional

HPC facility based in Warwick University and has been decommissioned in

January, 2017. The system configurations for Minerva is as follows: 2500

Westmere cores with 234 compute nodes, based on IBM iDataPlex hardware,

with storage capacity 160 TB GPFS3.

In addition, a smaller cluster called Syrah, which is owned by the Sur-

face, Interface and Thin films group of the Department of Physics, was used

to carry out DFT calculations as implemented in CASTEP. Syrah is a Linux

system with 48 cores and 6 nodes.

Materials Studio Visualizer was used to construct the input structure

models for CASTEP, as well as analyse the band structure, density of states

and other properties from the finished calculations. Materials Studio is a

wide-ranging modelling and simulation tool designed to allow researchers in

the materials fields to predict and understand the characteristics of materials

at the atomic and molecular level [73].

2.7 Surface, Slab and Interface Models

Surfaces are usually studied using a DFT code that applies periodic boundary

conditions in three dimensions. The basic idea is to build a supercell as shown

in figure 2.3 that contains atoms along a portion of the vertical direction only.

In the top portion of the supercell an empty space has been left above the

atoms, while in the bottom part atoms fill the entire supercell in the x and y

directions. This is called a slab model and the empty space above the atoms

along the z direction is called the vacuum space. It is essential when using

a slab model to create sufficient vacuum space, so that the upper and lower

surface of the slab does not interact [43]. In the vacuum region, the electron

density of the material decreases to zero. The surface energy, σ (energy needed

to cleave the bulk crystal), can be determined from a DFT slab calculation by

3www2.warwick.ac.uk/research/rtp/sc/hpc
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applying equation 2.77.

σ =
1

A
[Eslab − nEbulk] (2.77)

where the total energy of the surface slab model is represented by Eslab, the

energy per atom in the bulk material is Ebulk, the number of atoms in the slab

model is given by n, and the total area of both surfaces in the slab model is

A.

Figure 2.3: Supercell that defines a surface slab model used in a DFT calcu-
lation with periodic boundary conditions in all three dimensions.

An interface model in a periodic calculation can be built in two ways:

first, with a vacuum separating periodic repeat of the system along the z di-

rection and secondly, without vacuum between periodic repeat of the supercell

in all three dimensions. Figure 2.4(a) gives an illustration of the first case

where there is a vacuum gap between material I and material II. Here I have

a I/II interface, a II/vacuum interface (a surface) and a I/vacuum interface

(surface). This increases the computational effort due to the added volume of

the simulation cell, and could lead to large surface energy, diverged electro-

static energy and disruptive surface reconstructions in most cubic structures
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along the (111) direction. The dangling bonds formed when a III-V system is

cleaved in the (111) direction makes the surface unstable and polar (see sec-

tion 1.3). Now depending on the surface properties and any passivation (e.g

termination of a dangling bond with H), a few layers of material I or II might

be enough to recover the bulk properties far from the interface and surface(s)

in this interface model.

Figure 2.4: (a) Supercell that defines an interface model with vacuum in the
z direction. (b) Supercell that defines an interface model without vacuum in
all dimensions. A repetition of the supercell is partly shown in the z direction
to provide a vivid picture of the II/I interface.

In the second interface model without vacuum separating periodic re-

peat of the supercell, two non-identical interfaces are formed: I/II and II/I

interface, as shown in figure 2.4(b). The supercell should be large enough to

recover bulk-like properties at the center of both materials I and II, so that

effects of the two interfaces do not overlap. Typically, 7 to 9 atomic layers of

each material type should be enough.
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Both types of interface models give an approximation of what the exact

interface between two macroscopic regions is. The amount of errors introduced

in each approach depends on the properties that are being calculated. It is

important to choose a cell that has similar interfaces. However, the two in-

terfaces will probably be different, so computing the energy of each requires

calculating several interface combinations. To minimize strain energy, it is

best to use materials with lattice parameters that match closely. During the

interface simulations, the atoms are allowed to undergo full relaxation within

the confines of the periodic super cell structure. Although, one can also con-

strain the movement of the atoms (no movement in the x- and y-direction) by

allowing them to relax in the z-direction only, which in turn will save com-

puting time. Depending on the type of atoms connecting materials I and II,

a strong or weak interfacial bond is formed, leading to a new material sys-

tem (if the interface binding is strong enough). The strength of the interface

formed between two materials can be computed from the work of separation:

the reversible work (WR) per interfacial area needed to separate an interface

into two free surfaces. It describes the binding strength of the interface atoms.

Therefore, if an interface has the highest adhesion energy, then it is said to

be more stable than the others. In DFT calculations, it is common to express

WR as [74, 75, 76]:

WR =
1

A

[
EI + EII − EI/II

]
(2.78)

where EI and EII are respectively the total energies of the isolated slabs of

materials I and II, EI/II is the total energy of the supercell and A is the total

area of all interfaces. The total area is given as 2A for an interface without

vacuum and approximately two identical interfaces (see figure 2.5). But in

reality surfaces do reconstruct to form lower energy surfaces. For instance the

GaAs(111)A-(1× 1) surface usually reconstructs to a (2× 2) surface as given

in figure 1.6. Surface reconstruction energies need to be accounted for. Also,

strain energies at the interface between dissimilar materials will be generated.

If the two materials lattice parameters are closely matched, the interfacial

strain energy is negligible. Assuming materials I and II have a closely matched
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lattice parameters, the strain energy can be ignored and WR written as:

WR =
1

A

[
EI + EII − EI/II

]
+ [σ′IA − σIA + σ′IB − σIB]

+ [σ′IIA − σIIA + σ′IIB − σIIB] (2.79)

where σIA(σIB) and σ′IA(σ′IB) are respectively the reconstructed and unre-

constructed but relaxed top (bottom) surface energies of the isolated slab of

material I. Similarly, σIIA(σIIB) and σ′IIA(σ′IIB) defines the surface energies of

the isolated slab of material II. Formation of the interfacial bonds among the

atoms at the interface can be described by the charge density difference. The

electronic charge density difference when computed with respect to atoms, can

be expressed as:

∆ρ = ρInterface − Σ (pi) , (2.80)

where ρInterface is the charge density of the whole interface system, and ρi is

the electron density of each atom, with the subscript i running over all atoms.

This illustrates the variations in the electron distribution as the bonds are

formed.

Figure 2.5: The two interfaces in a supercell without vacuum placed side by
side for the purpose of comparison. Their interfacial layers are identical.
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Chapter 3

Half-metallicity of c-MnSb and

c-MnSb/InSb(111) interfaces

3.1 Introduction

Half-metallic materials with zinc-blende (ZB) structure are promising candi-

dates to design and fabricate stable structures on semiconducting substrates

with the capacity for efficient spin injection into semiconductors [77, 78, 79,

80, 81]. These materials have the advantages of being structurally compatible

with widely used ZB semiconductors (GaAs, InSb and InP) and possess high

Curie temperatures (TC) as well as large magnetic moments [82, 6, 83]. Thin

films of half-metallic MnSb, MnAs, CrAs, and CrSb with ZB structures have

been grown successfully at room temperature [6, 84, 85, 86], but there is still

the issue of spin polarization being sensitive at the interface region [87, 88, 89].

It is important to address half-metallicity at ZB HMF/ZB semiconductor in-

terfaces.

The ferromagnetic binary compound c-MnSb has been predicted to be

100% spin-polarized at the Fermi level, and can be experimentally grown on

n-MnSb with GaAs substrate through molecular beam expitaxy [6]. The ro-

bustly half-metallic cubic (c-) polymorph of MnSb is metastable and its epi-

taxial growth on n-MnSb is challenging [6]. However, c-MnSb has a reliable

experimental lattice parameter from growth on n-MnSb-on-GaAs. This lattice

parameter is reasonably matched to that of InSb (a small lattice mismatch of
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2.3% exist between c-MnSb and InSb), which has a high conductivity. Moti-

vated by this, I have modelled the growth of c-MnSb on InSb along the (111)

direction. Here I investigate the structural, electronic and magnetic proper-

ties of the interface between the half-metallic binary compound c-MnSb with

the III-V semiconductor InSb. By calculating the work of separation I eval-

uate the interface strength for all the possible interface layer orderings of the

c-MnSb(111)/InSb(111) superlattice. One interfacial geometry maintains a

high spin polarization while the other three differ greatly from bulk c-MnSb.

3.2 Computational Methods and Calculated

bulk Properties

Density functional theory calculations were carried out with the CASTEP

package [72], in which the plane wave pseudopotential method has been im-

plemented. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA+U) exchange-

correlation functional given by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [57] was used

due to its ability to account for the Coulomb interactions of strongly corre-

lated systems. A Hubbard U term of 2.0 eV for Mn was used throughout

the calculations except in Fig. 3.3(a), where the effect of U parameter on the

ground state energy and the magnetic moment was investigated. A Hubbard

U of 2.0 eV had little or no influence on the ground state energy and mag-

netic moment, though the minority spin gap was further opened up. Ultrasoft

pseudopotentials [67] have been mainly used for our calculations to model the

electron-ion interaction with an added Mn non-linear core correction [90]. I

have performed full geometry optimizations for the cell parameters and atomic

coordinates of bulk MnSb in the zinc-blende structure (see Fig. 3.1) as well as

its interfaces with semiconductor InSb along the (111) direction.

During the calculations, a primitive unit cell was used for the bulk

whereas for the (111) interface we adopt multiple supercells with 19 layers of

c-MnSb and 13 layers of InSb. A value of 400 eV was used as the cut-off energy

in the plane wave expansion, while for the Brillouin zone integration we used

7×7×7 Monkhorst-Pack (k) mesh [91] for bulk MnSb and 7×7×1 k meshes

for the c-MnSb/InSb(111) interfaces. Convergence tests with respect to both
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Figure 3.1: Cubic (c)-MnSb in a zinc blende type structure (F43̄m) with Mn
(Black) at the (0 0 0) and Sb (Brown) at the (0.25 0.25 0.25) sites.

of these parameters (Fig. 3.2) indicated that the results were well converged

at the cut-off energy of 400 eV and k-point grid of 7× 7× 7.

I calculated equilibrium lattice constants of c-MnSb and InSb by vary-

ing their lattice parameter (Å) within the range of values 5.80 Å to 6.60 Å,

then fitted the ground state energy versus lattice parameters plot with the

Birch-Murnaghan equation of state [92, 93]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3(b)

for bulk MnSb with lattice parameters ranging from 5.80 Å to 6.60 Å. The

computed lattice constants for both ZB InSb and MnSb are generally in good

agreement with experimental values and other calculations as shown in ta-

ble 3.1. Table 3.1 compares the calculated lattice constants from PBE+U and

LDA+U functionals with experiment as well as values from previous pseudopo-

tential method calculations. A lattice mismatch of 2.3% between c-MnSb and

InSb(111) is observed, and this causes a small strain at the interface when

c-MnSb/InSb heterojunctions were constructed. The total magnetic moment,

charge density difference, band structure and density of states (DOS) of c-

MnSb were calculated in order to see what effect the strain had on the half-

metallicity of MnSb.

The calculations in this work yielded an integer value for the net spin

magnetic moment per primitive cell of 4.00 µB, which is a typical behavior of

half-metals [99]. To verify the half-metallicity, the k -resolved band-structure
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Table 3.1: Lattice parameters (Å) of InSb and c-MnSb.

Species PBE+U LDA+U Other Calculations Experiment
InSb 6.45 6.45 6.28[94] 6.48[95, 96]

c-MnSb 6.32 6.20 6.21[27], 6.25[97] 6.44[98]

Figure 3.2: Convergence tests done for bulk c-MnSb ground state energy with
respect to (a) k -point (meshes) sampling and (b) Cut-off energy.
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Figure 3.3: (a) The effect of Hubbard U parameters on the ground state energy
per formula unit (f.u.) and magnetic moment. (b) Ground state energy vs.
lattice parameter for c-MnSb within PBE+U. DFT data points indicate by
small squares were fitted with the Birch Murnaghan equation represented by
the red curve.
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plot in Fig. 3.4 was examined. This shows a robust half-metallic character, with

the spin-up channel being metallic whereas the spin-down channel displays a

bandgap of 1.49 eV around the Fermi level. The value obtained for the bandgap

agrees closely with previous works [27, 100]. In addition, the DOS is presented

in Fig. 3.5, which exhibit a spin-polarization of 100% at the Fermi level. An

electronic charge density difference plot is shown in Fig. 3.6 which illustrates

the covalent bonding nature of the Mn-Sb bond [101, 102]. In the contour map

red regions represent electron rich areas, and blue regions represent electron

deficient areas. While white regions are areas with little interaction.

Figure 3.4: Band Structure of bulk MnSb in the zinc blende structure, showing
spin-down channel (a), spin-up channel (b) and bulk brillouin zone of cubic
MnSb (c). The zero of energy is ascribe the Fermi level and the high symmetry
points in the brillouin zone are assigned labels like Γ (G), X, W, K, L.

A closer look at the band structure of fig. 3.4 shows the half-metallicity

originating from large bonding-antibonding splitting (weakening the p-d hy-

bridization of p and t2g states) and small exchange splitting (minority eg states
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being pushed up), which agrees with ref [93, 96, 103]. Measured from the

gamma point (Γ), the p bands are around -4.50 eV, next the eg bands around

-4.04 eV for majority bands and +1.80 eV for minority bands. Due to weak

hybridization of the eg states, these bands are flat. The antibonding p-t2g

hybrids follows with +2.20 eV for majority bands and +3.65 eV for minority

bands. Their strong hybridization and high energy position results in a large

bandwidth.

Figure 3.5: The total DOS of c-MnSb. The Fermi level has been set to zero
(0) eV on the x -axis.
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Figure 3.6: Charge density difference 2D plot of c-MnSb viewed along the
c-axis. Contour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and regions in red is
electron enrich. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field

values ranges from -0.08 to 0.08 e/Å
2
.

3.3 c-MnSb(111)/InSb(111) superlattices

The cubic MnSb/InSb interfaces were modelled by building up layered struc-

tures of c-MnSb on InSb layers along the (111) planes. The surface of c-MnSb

(111) can be terminated with Mn or Sb atom, likewise, InSb (111) can be

In-terminated or Sb-terminated. Hence, I considered the four possible ways

of making the c-MnSb/InSb (111) interface as shown in fig. 3.7. In fig. 3.7(a)

c-MnSb (111) surface is terminated with Mn, and an Sb atom terminates the

InSb (111) surface. I call this interface Mn-Sb and in a similar fashion Mn-In,

Sb-In as well as Sb-Sb terminations are named [fig. 3.7(b)-(d)]. In the interfa-

cial calculations I used periodically repeating unit supercells constructed from

three MnSb unit cells and two InSb unit cells along the [111] direction. The in-

plane lattice parameters of the slabs were set to the surface lattice parameter

of InSb (111) (a / (
√

2) = 4.56 Å) given a = 6.45 Å from our DFT bulk-

relaxed structure, while the out-of-plane inter-layers for the interface models

and atoms fractional coordinates went through full structural relaxation using

the BFGS algorithm [70, 71]. The optimized interfacial bond length, after
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the structures were fully relaxed is given in Table 3.2. From the table it is

shown that the Mn-Sb (Sb-In) bond lengths of 2.78 Å (2.87 Å) at the Mn-Sb

(Sb-In) interfaces are quite close to their optimized bond lengths 2.74 Å (2.75

Å) in the bulk systems, which means atomic bonding exists at the interface of

c-MnSb with InSb.

Figure 3.7: Optimized c-MnSb/InSb(111) heterojunction. Black (brown)
spheres represent Mn (Sb) atoms, while purple spheres represent In atoms.
The four possible terminations at the interface for this layered structure are:
(a) Mn-Sb, (b) Mn-In, (c) Sb-In and (d) Sb-Sb terminations.

The work of adhesion or separation (WR) for the fully relaxed interface

configurations of MnSb/InSb layered structures were calculated, in order to

investigate their interface stability (see equation 2.78). Considering the in-

terfaces of c-MnSb/InSb (111), the work of separation WR can be computed

using equation 2.78. The expression for work of separation or adhesion energy

(WR) given in equation 2.78 has been used throughout this study to determine

the adhesion energy. There are two identical interfaces in each supercell which

the factor one-half accounts for. The calculated work of separation for the

c-MnSb/InSb (111) interfaces are listed in Table 3.2. I find that the interface

with Mn-Sb termination has the highest adhesion energy of 1.65 J/m2 among
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the four configurations, which points to the fact that it is the most stable

model, due to its smaller atomic bonding distance of 2.72 Å when compared

to the other c-MnSb/InSb(111) interfaces. Conversely, Mn-In with the least

work of separation will be difficult to form as the cation-cation interaction is

energetically unstable.

Table 3.2: The optimized bond length between the interfacial atoms, the cal-
culated work of separation and spin magnetic moment of the interface Mn
atom for the four considered configurations of the c-MnSb/InSb (111) inter-
faces. An asterisk (∗) indicates the magnetic moment for cases where the Mn
atom is located in the subinterface layer.

Interface ter-
mination

Bond Length
(Å)

Work of Sep-
aration
(J/m2)

Magnetic
Moment (µB)

Mn-Sb 2.78 1.65 4.31
Sb-In 2.87 1.36 4.09∗
Sb-Sb 2.98 1.13 4.12∗
Mn-In 3.07 0.82 4.43

Atomic bonding at the interface can give insight to the structural prop-

erties of an interface. Presented in Fig. 3.8 is the charge-density difference in

two dimensional (2D) contour maps for (a) lateral view of the Mn-Sb termi-

nation, slicing through the interfacial Sb atom and (b) top view along the

c-axis with the slice cutting through the interfacial bonds. The charge density

difference is calculated by subtracting individual atomic charge densities from

the electron density of the whole system. It is clear from the figure that a

substantial bonding charge (red areas at the interface region) has been redis-

tributed between Mn and Sb ions, which is an indication of covalent bonding

[101, 102].

In order to investigate whether the bulk c-MnSb half-metallic property

is preserved at the interface of c-MnSb/InSb heterojunctions, I show the par-

tial density of states (PDOS) for the first three layers of the c-MnSb slabs

in Fig. 3.9. It can be seen from the figure that the half-metallicity was not

preserved at all four interfaces. However, it was maintained from the bulk

up to the subinterface layer (Layer2) except for the Sb-Sb configuration as in

Fig. 3.9(d). Taking a closer look at the Mn-Sb and Sb-In interface configura-
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Figure 3.8: Charge density difference maps of the atoms in Mn-Sb model,
sliced at the interface; (a) lateral view (b) viewed along the c-axis. Contour
maps: electron deficient region in blue, and regions in red is electron enrich.
Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values ranges from

-0.08 to 0.08 e/Å
2
.
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tions reveals a 92.6% spin polarization (using equation 1.2) for the interface

layer of Mn-Sb termination and 29.2% polarization for Sb-In termination re-

spectively, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The atom-resolved DOS in bulk c-MnSb

and InSb is compared with their respective interface atoms, which gives an

idea of how much the electronic structure of these systems changes at the

interface. As can be seen for the case of Sb-In interface order fig. 3.10(a),

the atomic DOS at the interface changed a lot from is bulk shape and the

half-metallic gap destroyed. The interface Mn PDOS in Mn-Sb termination

did not change much, as shown in fig. 3.10(b). Interestingly, the interface

Sb from InSb slab increases the spin polarization (see Fig. 3.11(a)) a bit by

mimicking the Sb PDOS shape of bulk c-MnSb as can be seen in the bottom

figures of Fig. 3.10(a) and (b). A 40% spin polarization was observed well into

the InSb slab as indicated by the blue triangular data points in fig. 3.11(a)

representing the first and second In atomic layer. Also, for the Mn-Sb layer

order, the magnetic moment of Mn atom at the interface increases by 0.31 µB

when compared with the magnetic moment per Mn atom in bulk c-MnSb (see

table 3.2).

Now I explore the electronic properties of the Mn-Sb and In-Sb termi-

nated interfacial structures further. Figure 3.11 shows the behavior of spin

polarization for these models as a measure of distance from their interface.

In both cases the spin polarization is 100% from the middle of c-MnSb slab

(i.e around -18.5 Å) up until the sub-interface layer and this supports the

claim that the c-MnSb/InSb(111) slabs are thick enough to recover the half-

metallicity of c-MnSb. At the In-Sb interfacial termination, spin polarization

decreases significantly at the interface layer to 29.2% and increases to 47.0%

on the first atomic layer of the InSb slab. The Mn-Sb interface spin polariza-

tion drops slightly to 92.6%, then rises to 95.1% at the interface layer of the

InSb slab, before dropping further towards the middle of the InSb slab. This

shows that the size of InSb slab is also sufficient, since the gap states induced

by spin polarized calculation decays deeper into the semiconductor [104, 105].
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Figure 3.9: Partial density of state plots for the three layers of MnSb closest
to the interface for the four different interface terminations with (a) Mn-Sb
showing an enhanced polarization of 92.6% at the interface. Then, (b) Mn-In
(c) Sb-In and (d) Sb-Sb terminations.
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Figure 3.10: Partial DOS for the interfacial atoms of the c-MnSb/InSb(111)
for the configurations of (a) Sb-In and (b) Mn-Sb. The atomic partial DOS in
bulk systems, indicated by gray shaded areas are presented for comparison.

Figure 3.11: Spin Polarization as a function of the distance from the c-
MnSb/InSb(111) interface, (a) Mn-Sb and (b) Sb-In termination. Zero marks
the interface and each data point represents an atomic layer.
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3.4 Summary

Multilayered structure of c-MnSb(111)/InSb(111) has been modelled using

the plane wave pseudo-potential method. The Mn-Sb interface termination

of c-MnSb(111)/InSb(111) is energetically more stable with the shortest bond

distance of 2.78 Å and has a high spin polarization of 92.6% at the interface.

Normally interfaces are seen as problematic in half-metallic FM structures,

reducing or even reversing spin polarization [89], so this behavior is unusual.

This is the first time a spin polarization that is close to 100% is obtained at the

interface between zinc blende compounds. Although, high spin polarization

at the interface between a HM and III-V semiconductor has been reported

before [106]. Spin polarization of about 40% was seen well into the InSb slab.

An increase in Mn spin magnetic moment from a bulk value of 4.0 µB to

the interface layer value of 4.31 µB is observed. The other sequences of the

interface layers are ferromagnetic but not half-metallic. Thus controlling the

growth conditions in an experiment may lead to further stabilization of the

c-MnSb/InSb(111) interface.
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Chapter 4

Ferromagnetic n-MnSb on III-V

Semiconductors

4.1 Introduction

The ferromagnetic binary compound MnSb [6, 12] is a highly promising mate-

rial for room temperature semiconductor spintronic applications [6, 16, 107],

such as information storage devices [14]. I decided to model the growth of

n-MnSb on InP and GaAs substrates for several reasons. This was motivated

by the works of Aldous et al, on MnSb and the suggestion of Sanvito and

Hill (2000) [103] that a volume stretch may lead to a phase transition from

the NiAs type structure to zinc blende structure. The interface polarization

may be achieved by tetrahedral-like coordination of Mn at the interface [99].

Also, Ploog's [108] experimental work has provided evidence of spin-injection

for similar material systems. The n-MnSb polymorph (hexagonal; a = 4.12

Å, c = 5.77 Å) does not grow well on InP directly but its a lattice constant

conveniently matches the symmetry and surface lattice parameter of InP(111)

(a/
√

2 = 4.15 Å) [14]. Here I report on the electronic and structural properties

of the interfaces between the niccolite (n-) polymorph of ferromagnetic (FM)

MnSb and the III-V semiconductor InP and GaAs.

I have studied the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111)

directions by performing plane-wave pseudopotential DFT [43] calculations as

implemented in the CASTEP code [72], to investigate the structural, electronic
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and magnetic properties at the interface of these heterostructures. Various

interface ordering for the layered structures of n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and

n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) were modelled, with the BFGS optimization per-

formed using ultra-soft pseudopotentials to relax the structures [67, 71]. The

GGA+U PBE exchange correlation functional was used with cutoff energy of

400 eV and Monkhorst Pack K points 7×7×1 [57, 91]. Hubbard U value of 1.0

eV on Mn was adopted to properly account for the electronic structure and

magnetic moment of the n-MnSb slab. Here, a different U value on Mn atom

for MnSb has been used because different crystal structures ought not to have

the same values of U [61]. And a Mn U value of 1.0 eV on n-MnSb, generate

theoretical properties (magnetic moment and lattice parameters) that are in

good agreement with experimental results.

All the details stated in the preceding paragraph, as well as the com-

putational conditions are maintained throughout this chapter with few excep-

tions.

4.2 n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) superlattices

4.2.1 Model Preparation

The n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) supercell was constructed in a way that the two

interfaces within the supercell are identical and have an interface atomic ar-

rangement which allows both layers to be connected with three bonds. The

four possible interface orders are: Mn-P, Mn-In, Sb-In and Sb-P termina-

tions. This multilayer consist of 11 and 13 atomic layers for n-MnSb and

InP, respectively. These thickness are sufficient to replicate the bulk features

of the ferromagnetic part and the semiconducting one around the middle of

the slabs. An in-plane lattice parameter of a = b = 4.15 Å was chosen in

accordance with the surface lattice parameter of InP(111). However the cell

parameters are fixed, the atomic coordinates were all allowed to relax from

their initial positions. The fully relaxed heterostructures are shown in Fig.

4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Optimized heterostructure, made of 11 atomic layers of n-
MnSb(0001) and 13 atomic layers of InP(111). Black (brown) spheres rep-
resent Mn (Sb) atoms, while Purple (gray) spheres represent In (P) atoms.
The four possible terminations at the interface for this layered structure are:
(a) Mn-P, (b) Mn-In, (c) Sb-In and (d) Sb-P termination. N/B: There are two
identical interfaces here.

4.2.2 Results

To probe the stability of the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) interfaces, total energies

of the relaxed interface for the four possible terminations as well as their iso-

lated surface slabs were calculated. The ideal WR is computed using equation

2.78, here En−MnSb(I), EInP(II), and En−MnSb/InP(I/II) are the total energies af-

ter relaxation of an isolated n-MnSb(0001) slab, isolated InP(111) slab, and

n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) heterostructures, respectively. The area of each in-

terface is given by AInterface and the factor of 2 accounts for the two identical

interfaces in the supercell (see the arrows indicating the identical interface
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regions between material I and II in figure 4.1(c)).

Shown in table 4.1 are the calculated work of separation and bond

lengths for the four possible interface terminations after atomic relaxation.

The most probable structural model with interface order Mn-P [Fig.4.1(a)]

has the strongest work of separation of 2.80 J/m2 as well as the shortest bond

length of 2.54 Å at the interface. Because this is the most favourable interface,

the charge density difference of this interface is given in Fig. 4.2. Portions in

red indicate electron enrichment and can be seen midway between the atomic

positions, which illustrates a covalently bonded structure [101]. Figure 4.2(a)

is a 2D slice of the interface as viewed from the side, while Fig. 4.2(b) cuts

through the interfacial bonds when viewed from top.

Table 4.1: The optimized bond length (L) between the interfacial atoms and
the calculated work of separation (W) for the various interface ordering stud-
ied. (the interface order Mn-P is spin polarized and more stable than others).

Interface ter-
mination

Bond Length
(Å)

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Mn-P 2.54 2.80
Sb-In 3.05 0.64
Sb-P 2.76 1.02
Mn-In 3.08 1.44

Figure 4.3 shows the sum of the partial density of states (PDOS) per

atomic layer from the interface up till the third layer into the ferromagnetic

material. The spin polarization for the more stable interface structure (Mn-P

termination) based on the earlier work of separation analysis [100] was com-

puted using equation 1.2. Spin polarization, which is usually reduced or de-

stroyed at the interfaces of half-metallic FM, is seen to behave differently in

this material combination [89, 105]. Presented in Fig. 4.3(a) is the spin-

polarized PDOS plot of the Mn-P terminated interface, which shows a gap

opening at the Fermi level for the spin down direction. This interface seems to

be moving towards a half-metallic behavior and shows 63.9% spin polarization,

that is far higher than the bulk n-MnSb polarization of 18% and should be

very favorable for spin transport applications [6]. Normally interfaces are seen

as problematic in half-metallic FM structures, deteriorating or even reversing
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Figure 4.2: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in Mn-P model
sliced at the interface; (a) lateral view, similar to Fig.4.1(a); (b) viewed along
the c-axis. Contour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and regions in red
is electron enrich. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field

values ranges from -0.1 to 0.1 eV/Å
2
.
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Table 4.2: Spin polarization P and magnetic moments µ in µB at the n-
MnSb(0001)/InP(111) interfaces for the first two layers of n-MnSb and InP
slabs from the interface, for the four terminations. An asterisk (*) denotes
atoms in the second atomic layer of InP slab.

Orientation
P(%) µ (µB)

Mn Sb In P Mn Sb In P Total
Mn-P 63.9 58.5 69.8* 87.6 4.50 -0.70 0.02* -0.44 3.36
Mn-In -40.2 81.9 -5.2 57.5* 4.72 -0.56 -0.30 0.00* 3.86
Sb-In -35.0 18.1 -14.9 -50.7* 4.58 -0.26 0.10 0.08* 4.42
Sb-P -39.9 -26.1 -37.3* -27.8 4.78 -0.22 0.04* 0.14 4.70

spin polarization, but here it is enhanced. The p orbital contribution from

P atom and d orbital from Mn are responsible for the enhanced spin polar-

ization at the Mn-P interface as shown in Fig. 4.4(a) & (b). The tetrahedral

arrangement of the Mn and P atoms is another contributing factor. At all four

interfaces the ferromagnetism of the n-MnSb slab survives at the interface but

with different spin polarizations as depicted in table 4.2. Spin polarization

and spin magnetic moment of the atoms which are on the sub-interface layer

of the semiconductor slabs are shown with an asterisk (*).

For these interfaces, the Mn atom's total spin moment at the interface

depends on the hybridization with the nearest semiconductor atoms. Hence,

its total spin moment was computed with that of the neighboring atom of

the semiconductor layer. At the Mn-P interface, there is strong hybridization

between the Mn d states with the P p states and thus the Mn spin moment is

reduced to 3.36 µB from the computed value of 3.62 µB for bulk n-MnSb. The

interfacial P atom shows a negative induced spin moment. This value of total

spin moment is not far from the experimental magnetic moment of n-MnSb,

3.57 µB [97, 109]. In the case of Mn-In interface, the same situation occurs

with In inducing a negative spin moment. But the p-d (In-Mn) hybridization

is weaker than the Mn-d -P-p one and the Mn spin moment at the interface

is higher here. The induced negative spin moments from P and In atom at

the interfaces of Mn-P and Mn-In terminations, respectively, is probably why

these terminations have higher work of separations than the other two, which

results in a strong p-d hybridization. Similar features have been observed in

NiMnSb/InP contacts by Galanakis et al, [106].
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Figure 4.3: Partial density of state plots for the first three layers for the dif-
ferent interface terminations with (a) Mn-P showing an enhanced polarization
of 63.9% at the interface. In contrast, (b) Mn-In (c) Sb-In and (d) Sb-P
terminations retain their original ferromagnetic behavior.
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Figure 4.4: Orbital resolved PDOS. (a) first Mn layer at the interface of the
Mn-P termination. (b) The Mn-P bi-layer at the interface. Both the p and d
orbitals contribute to the polarization.

4.3 n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) superlattices

4.3.1 Model Preparation

The model preparations here is similar to that of the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111)

interfaces and that as discussed earlier in section 2.7. This makes it easier

to compare their results. An epitaxial growth model of 11 atomic layers of

n-MnSb(0001) on 13 atomic layers of GaAs(111) was made with interfacial
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Figure 4.5: Fully relaxed supercell structures, made of 11 atomic layers of
n-MnSb(0001) and 13 atomic layers of GaAs(111): (a) Mn-As terminated
interface, (b) Mn-Ga terminated interface, (c) Sb-Ga terminated and (d) Sb-
As terminated interface. Colour code: Black (brown) spheres represent Mn
(Sb) atoms, while Dark brown (pink) spheres represent Ga (As) atoms.

lattice mismatch of 1.0%. The four possible terminations at the interface for

this layered structure are: Mn-As, Mn-Ga, Ga-Sb and As-Sb terminations

given in Fig. 4.5.

4.3.2 Results

Adhesion strength of the interface atoms between n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111)

can be described by the work of separation given in equation 2.78. After

relaxation of the structure, the calculated WR and interface bond length for

the different terminations are listed in Table 4.3. It can be inferred from the

table, that the inter-layer bond length of interface order Mn-As is smaller

than the others, while its WR is the largest, which implies it has the stronger
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interfacial atomic binding force and interface stability.

Table 4.3: Interfacial bond length (L) and work of separation (W) for the
n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interfaces.

Interface ter-
mination

Bond Length
(Å)

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Mn-As 2.63 2.02
Ga-Sb 3.23 0.48
Mn-Ga 2.93 1.31
As-Sb 4.23 0.08

The display of the electronic charge density difference for Mn-As termi-

nation of the n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interface shown in Fig. 4.6, helps one

to understand what bonding mechanism is partly responsible for the stabiliza-

tion of the Mn-As terminated interface. From both views, figures 4.6(a) and

(b), one can clearly see the charge distributed half way (regions in red) on the

bonds between the interfacial atoms, a clear covalent chemical bond formed

at the interface.

To analyze the electronic and magnetic properties, I present the layer-

resolved partial DOS for the first three layers into the n-MnSb slab of the

n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interfaces in Fig. 4.7. Also, given in table 4.4 are

the spin polarization and spin magnetic moments for the first two layers of

each slab close to the interfaces. From Fig. 4.7 and Table 4.4 it can be

seen that the various interfaces maintain a ferromagnetic behavior at different

polarization (spin polarization reversed in some cases). But interestingly, Mn-

As termination shows an enhanced polarization of 61.1% at the interface.

Further consideration of the Mn-As terminated interface by analyzing

the orbital resolved PDOS shown in Fig. 4.8 for the interface Mn layer and

interface Mn-As bilayer, indicates that a strong p-d hybridization exists at

the interface, which is due to the As p and Mn d states. The reduction of

the Mn total spin moment to 3.26 µB in Table 4.4 supports this point, with

a negative induced moment on the As atom [106]. The hybridization between

the d states of the Mn and the p states of the As atom at the interface is
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Figure 4.6: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in Mn-As model
sliced at the interface; (a) lateral view and (b) viewed along the c-axis. Con-
tour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and regions in red is electron
enrich. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values

ranges from -0.1 to 0.1 e/Å
2

such that the net polarization is 61.1%. Also enhancing the spin polarization

at the Mn-As interface is the tetrahedral coordination of the interface atoms.

In a similar way, negative spin moment was induced on the Ga atom for the

Mn-Ga interface model, but with a weaker hybridization and the next best

work of separation (see table 4.3).
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Table 4.4: Spin polarization P and magnetic moments µ in µB at the n-
MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interfaces for the first two layers of n-MnSb and GaAs
slabs from the interface, for the four terminations. An asterisk (*) denotes
atoms in the second atomic layer of GaAs slab.

Orientation
P(%) µ (µB)

Mn Sb Ga As Mn Sb Ga As Total
Mn-As 61.1 58.1 55.5* 78.2 4.50 -0.66 0.02* -0.58 3.26
Mn-Ga -30.8 84.4 -12.9 45.6* 4.74 -0.58 -0.32 0.02* 3.84
Sb-Ga -24.8 17.8 8.3 -29.8* 4.34 -0.52 -0.02 0.00* 3.80
Sb-As -11.2 -1.5 8.9* -1.1 4.04 -0.74 -0.02* 0.04 3.34

Figure 4.7: Spin-Polarized PDOS for the first three atomic layers of the n-
MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interfaces for (a) Mn-As (b) Mn-Ga (c) Sb-Ga and
(d) Sb-As interface.

4.4 Summary

Overall, I have investigated the structural, electronic and magnetic properties

of the (0001) interface between MnSb and the semiconductors InP and GaAs
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Figure 4.8: Orbital resolved PDOS. Top: first Mn layer at the interface of the
Mn-As termination. Bottom: The Mn-As bi-layer at the interface. Both the
p and d orbitals contribute to the polarization.

in the (111) direction. The results have shown that the Mn-P interface ter-

mination of n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) is energetically more stable at 2.8 J/m2

with the shortest bond distance 2.54 Å and shows an enhanced spin polariza-

tion of 63.9%. Similarly, the Mn-As interface model was predicted to be stable

with high spin polarization of 61.1%. They also show a strong p-d hybridiza-

tion. These spin polarizations are far higher than the bulk polarization of 18%

and should be very favorable for spin transport applications. Thus control-

ling the growth conditions in an experiment may lead to further stabilization
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of the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and n-MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interface. The

other sequences of the interface layers are ferromagnetic with lower or neg-

ative polarization. Electronic transport properties will be calculated on the

favorable structure to determine its suitability for a current perpendicular to

plane device model.
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Chapter 5

The Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001)

superlattice

5.1 Introduction

Antimony(Sb) is a non-magnetic semimetal that forms in the trigonal crystal

structure (space group R3̄m No. 166) under ambient condition. In this struc-

ture layers of closed, irregular, six-membered rings of Sb are formed as shown

in figure 5.1. An irregular octahedral complex is formed by the nearest and

next-nearest neighbors, with the atoms within a bilayer being closer together

than with the atoms in the other bilayers. The Sb-Sb distance within the

bilayer is 2.908 Å, while the Sb-Sb distance between two bilayers is at least

3.355 Å [110]. This arrangement of Sb atoms yields an hexagonal form of

the crystal structure. The element antimony can be used for producing III-

V antimony-based semiconductor materials, optoelectronic devices and high

speed transistors [111, 112]. It is usually used as a dopant or an adsorbate

to improve the properties of other compounds, such as tin oxide, magnesium

silicide, nickel manganese antimonide and manganese antimonide [113]. For

instance, doping magnesium silicide with Sb increases the thermoelectric con-

version efficiency, which is useful for power generating thermoelectric devices.

Sb doped tin oxide thin films have exceptional electrical conductivity and op-

tical properties, which makes them suitable for hetero-junction solar cells, and

displays application [114, 115, 116, 117]. In a recent study in G. R. Bell's
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Figure 5.1: Crystal structure of trigonal Sb. Atoms in each bilayer are slightly
close together than with those in the adjacent bilayers. This is in the hexagonal
Sb structure.

group, Dr. C. W. Burrows grew thin films of Sb on MnSb as a capping

layer using a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system [38, 118]. The cap-

ping layer was used to prevent oxidation of the MnSb film below (see figure

5.2). A GaAs substrate has been used in the Sb/MnSb spin valve structure:

Sb(0001)/MnSb(0001)/Sb(0001)/MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111)A and the growth con-

ditions are given in table 5.1. After the growth process X-ray diffraction (XRD)

data and a reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) images were

taken.

Table 5.1: Growth conditions for Sb/MnSb heterostructures. The Sb cap layer
was deposited for 90 s while cooling from 250 to 230 ◦C. And the flux (JSb/Mn)
was not measured between the Sb cap and MnSb(2) layer.

Layer Tsub(
◦C) JSb/Mn Growth time

MnSb (1) 350/415 6.53 18 m 11 s
Sb interlayer 250 - 50 s

MnSb (2) 300/410 Cell temps as MnSb(1) 9 m 6 s
Sb cap 250 ->230 - 1 m 30 s
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Figure 5.2: Simple schematic highlighting structure of the Sb/MnSb spin valve
structure discussed in the text.

Throughout growth of the spin valve structure, RHEED patterns were

obtained. These were collected for each of the layers in the structure at the

end of their respective growth stages. The RHEED images given in figure 5.3

shows sharp streaks throughout (indicating good crystallinity) with distinct

reconstructions between the MnSb and Sb layers. Lattice parameters from

the RHEED images differ between MnSb and Sb layers, and are consistent

with the bulk values as given in table 5.2. The lattice parameters derived

from RHEED measurements suggest that the MnSb films are slightly strained

by an amount of 0.04 Å (likely due to residual strain in these relatively thin

layers) while the Sb layers are more heavily strained (by about 0.10 Å) to

the MnSb due to their very low thicknesses. The good crystal quality of the

MnSb and Sb layers was confirmed through XRD, shown in figure 5.4, and

shows a symmetric MnSb peak while the Sb cap has broad peaks due to finite

size broadening, but the peaks remain reasonably symmetric. The lattice

parameter of the thin Sb layer was partially strained to that of MnSb and its

measured c lattice parameter is 11.479±0.012 Å, which is comparable to the

bulk value of 11.273 Å [119, 120]. Note that the XRD is from a MnSb/Sb cap

sample (not the multilayer) but should be very similar. The XRD data and

RHEED images suggest that the Sb caps are generally good and high quality

films of Sb can be grown on MnSb. These results are consistent with previous

Sb/MnSb growth studies [38, 12, 121].
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Figure 5.3: RHEED images of the different layers of the Sb/MnSb heterostruc-
ture with the thickness(t) per layer indicated and the growth direction shown.
The image for substrate is not given here.

Motivated by the experimental results from the use of Sb caps to prevent

oxidation, which shows good crystal quality (from XRD data) that can be use

in spin valve type structures as well as a RHEED pattern that looks promising

in growth, and preliminary studies of ultra-thin films of Sb shows interesting

transport properties at 300 K, such as a high mobility. I studied the structural

and electronic properties of Sb/MnSb(0001) interfaces using a DFT approach.

Table 5.2: Measured a lattice parameters of the films grown compared with
their bulk values. The films a lattice parameters are computed from GaAs
scaling.
Material Bulk a lattice parameter (Å) Films a lattice parameter (Å)

GaAs 3.997 3.997
MnSb 4.128 4.169±0.129

Sb 4.308 4.216±0.09
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Figure 5.4: XRD data for the Sb-capped MnSb sample showing the expected
peaks from the substrate, n-MnSb film and Sb cap.

5.2 Models and Computational Method

Here I have studied the structural and electronic properties of the inter-

face between Sb(0001) and nMnSb(0001) using ultra-soft pseudopotentials (a

CASTEP on the fly generated USP). First, I optimized the bulk Sb structure

given in figure 5.1 with the PBE functional and a cutoff energy of 400 eV. A

Monkhorst Pack K-point grid of 7×7×5 have been used. For the interface, a

PBE+U (U = 1.0 eV on Mn) exchange correlation functional was used with

cutoff energy of 400 eV and Monkhorst Pack K-point grid of 7×7×1. The

Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001) interfaces were made as a heterostructure, in which

a slab of 13 atomic layers of Sb(0001) is placed on a 13-layer n-MnSb(0001)

slab. Their in-plane lattice mismatch is 3.65% and the surface lattice of n-

MnSb was adopted for the supercell geometry lateral lattice. To ascertain

which interfacial geometry has promising features, the two possible interface

terminations were considered, i.e Mn-Sb and Sb-Sb termination, as shown in
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Figure 5.5: Superlattice geometry for Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001) interfaces: (a)
Mn-Sb and (b) Sb-Sb termination. Black (brown) spheres represent Mn (Sb)
atoms. d0 is the interface separation between Sb(0001) and MnSb(0001) slabs.
MnSb-12 is the interlayer distance between layer 1 and 2 of the MnSb(0001)
slab, while MnSb-23 is the interlayer distance between layer 2 and 3. Similarly,
Sb-12 and Sb-23 represent the interlayer distances in the Sb(0001) slab.

Fig. 5.5. Structural and electronic properties were then calculated for these,

after full atomic relaxation.

5.3 Results

Lattice parameters of a = 4.37 Å and c = 11.39 Å were obtained after op-

timization of the bulk Sb structure shown in figure 5.1. These are similar to

the lattice parameters (a = 4.22 Å and c = 11.48 Å) obtained in the Sb thin

film growth studies in figure 5.3 and previous experimental results of a = 4.31

Å and c = 11.27 Å [119, 120]. Sb is a paramagnetic material with zero band

gap as can be seen in the electronic band structure and DOS plots given in

figure 5.6, where bands crossing the Fermi level can be seen near A and L in

the band structure plot (figure 5.6 (b)).

Work of separations WR given in table 5.3 were calculated in order

to investigate the effect of lattice relaxation on bonding at the Sb(0001)/n-
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Figure 5.6: The semimetallic behaviour of Sb, indicated by a small density of
state at the Fermi level and it has no band gap. (a) DOS, (b) band structure
of Sb and (c) Brillouin zone of hexagonal Sb showing its crystalline structure
and the wave vectors.

MnSb(0001) interface. From this table, one can find that the highest W is

1.29 J/m2 for the Mn-Sb interface order, which also has the smallest interfacial

bond distance of 2.77 Å. This is an indication that, structurally Sb(0001)/n-

MnSb(0001) layered growth will prefer to form with Mn-Sb bonding at the

interface over Sb-Sb. In Fig. 5.7, the contour map for the charge density

difference of the Mn-Sb stacking sequence is shown and the electron density

accumulates somewhat close to the Mn atom. This is an indication of a bond-

ing character that is somewhere between ionic and covalent. The white area

in figure 5.7(b) is a vacancy site with no interaction.

After geometry optimization is performed, the degree of relaxation of

the first two interlayer distances of the MnSb and Sb slabs, as well as the

interfacial separation d0 for the two Sb/n-MnSb(0001) interfaces are shown in

table 5.4 (the interlayer distance notations used are illustrated in figure 5.5).

Before atomic relaxation, the first two interface layers on n-MnSb(0001) sur-

face slab (MnSb-12 and MnSb-23) have interlayer separations of 1.44 Å and
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Figure 5.7: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in Mn-Sb model
sliced at the interface; (a) lateral view and (b) viewed along the c-axis. Con-
tour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and regions in red is electron
enrich. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values

ranges from -0.1 to 0.1 e/Å
2
.
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Table 5.3: The optimized bond length (L) between the interfacial atoms, the
calculated work of separation (WR) for the various interface ordering studied
and there average magnetic moments.

Interface ter-
mination

Bond Length
(Å)

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Magnetic
moment (µB)

Mn-Sb 2.77 1.29 3.94
Sb-Sb 3.00 0.45 3.88

Table 5.4: Interfacial separation for the n-MnSb/Sb(0001) interfaces, and
given in brackets are changes in percentage of the interlayers.

Interlayer
Interlayer Distance (Å)
Mn-Sb Sb-Sb

MnSb-23 1.53 (+6.25%) 1.49 (+3.47%)
MnSb-12 1.48 (+2.78%) 1.37 (-4.86%)
Interface 1.36 2.44

Sb-12 2.50 (+55.28%) 1.68 (-21.86%)
Sb-23 1.67 (-22.33%) 2.36 (+46.58%)

1.44 Å, whereas those of Sb-12 and Sb-23 are 1.61 Å and 2.15 Å respectively.

From table 5.4, note that the changes in the interlayer distance for Sb slabs is

far greater than that of n-MnSb because its in-plane lattice was compressed

to match the surface lattice of n-MnSb. For the Mn-Sb interface model, the

neighboring layers of the interface relax towards Sb and the atoms on both

sides of the interface move closer, thus reducing the interlayer separation dis-

tance. On the other hand, the relaxed atomic coordinates on both sides of

the Sb-Sb interface, move away from each other and the interlayer distance

increases. These data supports the fact the interface with Mn-Sb termination

is energetically more favourable than the Sb-Sb one.

Figure 5.8, shows the total PDOS and orbital resolved DOS plots for

the Sb(0001)/n-MnSb(0001) models, it can be seen that both systems show

ferromagnetic behavior. From figure 5.8(d), the sum of the DOS (black curve)

has contributions from the p states of Sb and the d states of Mn, which is an

indication of a p-d hybridization taking place at the Mn-Sb interface order.

The polarization here has reversed from a bulk polarization of about 18 % to
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Figure 5.8: Partial density of state plots for the first three layers for the
different interface order with (a) Mn-Sb and (b) Sb-Sb termination. While
(c) and (d) are the orbital resolved dos for the interface Mn layer and Mn-Sb
bi-layer respectively.
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-57.7 % at the interface, then to -51.7 % on the first layer of Sb(0001) slab.

For the magnetic property of the interfacial model Mn-Sb, Mn is seen to have

an increased average magnetic moment of 3.94 µB as shown in table 5.3.

5.4 Summary

We have investigated the interface structural and electronic properties of the

(0001) direction between MnSb and an Sb capping layer. The Sb(0001)/n-

MnSb interfaces are ferromagnetic with lower or reversed polarization. The

results from structural properties give an indication of the Sb cap layer used

to prevent oxidation of the Mn is ready to bond with the n-MnSb. This is

an indication of good structural compatibility (growth), which agrees with

the RHEED and XRD results. Expected semimetallic behaviour in bulk Sb

was observed. In the interfacial layers, the Mn-Sb interface with the highest

work of separation is expected to be more stable than Sb-Sb interface. Ionic-

covalent bond mix at the Mn-Sb interface is given by the charge localized on

Mn. The magnetism of n-MnSb given by the spin moment 3.94 µB was not

destroyed at the interface with the paramagnet Sb. Instead, the moment on

Mn atom was boosted and polarization at the interface was reversed to -57.7%

from 18% in the bulk. Such heterostructures could potentially be useful in

transport applications of spin devices.
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Chapter 6

NiO/MgO heterostructures

6.1 Introduction

Recently, an increasing number of studies have been carried out on the binary

metal oxide, NiO, due to its interestingly diverse properties and promising

technological applications. NiO, which is a wide energy gap material in simple

cubic rock salt structure (see figure 6.1) has attracted lots of attention for

applications in resistance random access memory due to the resistive switching

effect it possess [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128]. It has been shown to

maintain an efficient spin-current injection at high temperature in magnetic

heterostructures [129]. Improvements in the power conversion efficiency of

organic photovoltaic cells have been achieved using interfacial NiO layer [122].

Another application for NiO, is catalytic support in spintronic devices [130,

131]. This antiferromagnetic material can also exhibit half-metallicity in some

conditions, such as biaxial strain or induced cation vacancies [132, 133, 63].

Insulating antiferromagnets such as NiO, may be useful in spin interconnects

and magnonics [63, 17, 134]. NiO is an antiferromagnetic insulator with an

optical band gap of ≈3.6 eV and Néel temperature (TN) of 525 K [122]. It

crystallizes in the simple cubic rocksalt (B1) structure of space group Fm3̄m

with number 225 as shown in figure 6.1.

Manipulating the antiferromagnetic moments of antiferromagnetic ma-

terials is very difficult due to their insensitivity to magnetic fields. For re-

orientation of the antiferromagnetic moments a non-magnetic polarizer (e.g

MgO) is now being used instead of a ferromagnetic polarizer in a stacking
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Figure 6.1: Rock salt crystal structure of NiO in space group Fm3̄m (no. 225).
Blue (red) spheres represents Ni (O) atoms.

geometry. The non-magnetic conductor/antiferromagnetic bilayer becomes an

efficient spin injector due to the presence of spin Hall effect (SHE) in the

non-magnetic layer [17, 135, 136]. Still, this SHE device structure is lim-

ited by the spin torques sensitiveness to the interface quality of the non-

magnet/antiferromagnet bilayer, which loses efficiency for antiferromagetic

layer thicknesses beyond the nanometer scale. MgO is a widely used substrate

for growing metallic thin films and currently is being used for the growth of

magnetic oxides layers [137, 138, 139, 140]. MgO similarly crystallizes in the

rocksalt structure and have a wide band gap of ≈7.8 eV. It is a II-VI compound

that forms an ionic bond between magnesium and oxygen atom [141].

In this study, first-principles calculations of half-metallic/non-magnetic

polarizer interfaces are carried out to determine a suitable structure for ef-

ficient spin transmission. The interfaces studied are NiO(111)/MgO(111),

NiO(001)/MgO(001) and NiO(110)/MgO(110). The DFT calculations were

performed using plane-wave pseudopotential method. To account for the mag-

netic nature of NiO, spin polarized calculations have been carried out using

the GGA+U method with an optimal U value of 6.5 eV. This value of Hub-

bard U parameter can give an accurate description of the electronic structure

of the NiO slab, when used for Ni 3d electrons and closely agrees with previ-

ous works [142, 143, 144, 145]. The PBE exchange-correlation functional was
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the computed lattice parameters and band gap for
MgO and NiO with previous works.

Species
Lattice Parameter (Å) Band Gap (eV)

This Work Experiment Other Calculations This Work Experiment Other Calculations
MgO 4.25 4.21 4.22 [141], 4.25 [147] 4.51 7.83 -
NiO 4.50 4.17 4.19 [63], 4.44 [132] 1.41 3.60 [148] 3.10 [63], 1.2 [148]

employed with Koelling-Harmon relativistic treatment for the self-consistent

field calculations [146, 57]. The plane wave basis set energy cut-off was set to

500 eV, while the Brillouin zone was sampled within 6×6×6 K-point grid for

bulk NiO and 6×6×1 k-point grid for the NiO/MgO interfaces. The BFGS

optimization method was used to perform full structural optimization until

the forces on all the atoms were less than 0.03 eV/Å.

Bulk NiO and MgO structures were fully optimized in a geometrical

optimization calculation using similar computational details given above, with

the exception of a non-spin polarized simulation was done for MgO. Table 6.1

summarises and compare the lattice parameters and band gaps obtained from

this calculation with previous works. The slab layers of NiO and MgO surfaces

are 5.6% lattice mismatched, with calculated bulk lattice parameters of 4.50

Å and 4.25 Å, respectively. A lattice strain of NiO from an experimental value

of 4.17 Å to 4.50 Å after optimization, results in a half metallic bulk NiO with

an integer moment of 2.00 µB. This is illustrated by the DOS plot in figure

6.2.
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Figure 6.2: DOS for a half-metallic NiO in the B1 structure.

6.2 NiO/MgO(111)

6.2.1 Models and Computational Method

In the current study, I choose thirteen NiO(111) and eleven MgO(111) layers

to model the NiO/MgO(111) slab geometry shown in Fig 6.3. These number

of layers are sufficient to reproduce the respective bulk properties at the centre

of NiO(111) and MgO(111) slabs. I constructed the interface models in such

a way that the NiO(111) layers are stretched to the in-plane lattice constant

of MgO(111) layer to form a coherent interface.

6.2.2 Results

The adhesion strength of an interface can be computed by the work of sep-

aration (WR) expression given in equation (2.78), using the individual slab

energies for NiO (ENiO) and MgO (EMgO) with the total energy of the in-

terface 13NiO/11MgO(111) (Einterface) as well as the interface area A. The

calculated values of WR, interlayer distance d and interface bond length L for

the four possible ways of terminating the NiO/MgO(111) interfaces are sum-

marized in table 6.2. The Ni-O and O-Mg interface terminations show higher

WR than Ni-Mg and O-O interfaces, as anticipated. I found the Ni-O interface
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Figure 6.3: Optimized interface terminations of NiO/MgO(111) with (a) Mg-
O, (b) Ni-O (c) Mg-Ni and (d) O-O.

Table 6.2: The calculated work of separation (WR) for the various interface or-
dering studied, there optimized bond length (L) between the interfacial atoms,
and the interlayer distances (d).

Interface Ter-
mination

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Interlayer
Distance (Å)

Interfacial
Bond Length
(Å)

Ni-O 6.84 1.41 2.23
Ni-Mg 2.33 2.44 2.99
O-Mg 6.57 1.33 2.17
O-O 0.74 3.28 3.70

model with WR of 6.84 J/m2 to be energetically most favorable, while the O-O

terminated interface is the most unfavorable. In all cases there is attraction

from both oxide materials at the interfaces, except in the case of O-O inter-

face order, where repulsion between NiO and MgO slabs is seen. This led
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Figure 6.4: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in Mg-O and
Ni-O models sliced at the interface edge; (a) lateral view of O-Mg, (b) lateral
view of Ni-O (c) O-Mg viewed along the c-axis and (d) Ni-O viewed from the
top. Contour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and electron rich regions
in red. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values

ranges from -0.2 to 0.2 eV/Å
2
.

to reduced interlayer distances for the Ni-O, O-Mg and Ni-Mg terminations,

as their interface layers relaxed towards each other. The minimum interface

bond length of 2.17 Å was observed for the O-Mg interface, with 6.57 J/m2

WR that closely matches the energetically favorable Ni-O interface. In general

bond length decreases with increasing WR, because, as the molecules from a

substrate and thin film materials approach each other, the interfacial bond

distance decreases due to attractive forces and the reversible work necessary

to separate the interface between two materials increases. Repulsive and van

der Waals forces are also invoved during interfacial interactions [149]. How-

ever, the interface with lowest bond length (O-Mg termination) does not have

the highest WR. This is due to the binding behaviour at the O-Mg interface

as shown in Fig. 6.4(a) & (c).

Figure 6.4 gives an illustration of contour maps for the charge density

difference of the atoms in O-Mg and Ni-O models. Weak ionic bonding can

be seen between the interfacial Ni atoms and O atoms in Figures 6.4(b) &

(d), while the density difference of O-Mg (Figures 6.4(a) & (c)) reveals weak
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Figure 6.5: Partial density of state plots of the first three layers for the different
interface terminations with (a) O-Mg and (b) Ni-O showing half metallicity at
the interface. (c) Ni-Mg and (d) Ni-Mg terminations.
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ionic bonds with covalent character, which indicates the existence of a coupling

interaction. Considering the Mulliken population analysis [150], the bond pop-

ulation of O-Mg interface bond has a higher value of 0.60 when compared with

that of Ni-O interface of 0.57. This indicates that the coupling interaction is

slightly more between the electronic populations of Mg and O atoms, hence its

lower interfacial bond length [151, 152, 153]. The spilling parameter resulting

from these calculations is about 0.18%, indicating that the basis set represent

the plane wave (PW) states accurately and this population analysis results are

reliable [151, 153]. A reduced O-Mg bond length at the interface of magnetic

oxide (Fe3O4) and MgO was also observed by Lazarov et al, when compared

with the magnetic element (Fe)-O bond length [154]. Recent work by Lazarov

et al, on polar oxide NiO(111)/MgO(111) interface arrived at a similar result

that this interface is formed with Ni(to Mg) at the interface region [155].

In order to understand the electronic properties of the interface model,

the density of states (DOS) and band structure of the optimized supercell was

computed. In figure 6.5, I present the layer resolved partial density of states

(PDOS) for the first three layers into the NiO slab of the four interface models

of NiO/MgO(111). As can be seen there is no notable difference between

the PDOS of half-metallic bulk NiO (see fig. 6.6) and these interface layers.

Except the Ni-Mg terminated interface, the other interfaces (Ni-O, O-Mg and

O-O terminated) show a half-metallic ferromagnetic behavior at the first three

layers of the interface of the NiO slab. This is contrary to the report by Huang

et al., where a study using full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-

LAPW) method was used to show that the NiO/MgO(111) interface is metallic

and the electronic structures in each interfacial layer is different [156]. The

difference observed in the results here and that of the FPLAPW ones is due to

the half-metallic bulk NiO used in this study, while in the work of Huang et al.,

the well known antiferromagnetic ground state of NiO have been used in their

calculation. Shown in fig. 6.7 is the bandstructure of Ni-O (a-b) and O-Mg

(c-d) interface terminations with unresolved bands. I present these results to

show the minority spin gap of 2.05 eV for Ni-O termination (see fig. 6.7(a))

and 2.02 eV for O-Mg terminations (fig. 6.7(c)). The states of the spin up

bands are above the fermi-level as can be clearly seen from the insets in fig.

6.5(a-b).
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the atom resolved PDOS of the interface layers with
their respective bulk layer in (a) Ni-O and (b) O-Mg interface termination.
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Figure 6.7: Band structure of Ni-O (a-b) and O-Mg (c-d) interface models
showing energy gap in the spin down directions. The brillouin zone structure
for the hexagonally shaped NiO/MgO(111) supercell is given in (e), with the
labels G, F, Q, Z representing the wave vectors high symmetry points.
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A look at the changes in magnetic properties of the interface models

indicate that the interfacial Ni-O layer of the Ni-O interface termination has a

negative moment of -1.84 µB. This is the reverse direction of the middle Ni-O

layer with bulk-like moment of 2.00 µB. The presence of MgO in the stacking

geometry results in reorientation of the Ni-O spin moment at the interface and

slightly destroys the half-metallicity seen in the bulk (figure 6.2). The total

moment for the O-Mg terminated interface was reduced to 1.91 µB. Both the

p and d orbitals contribute to the close to half metallicity observed in Ni-O

termination, while p-p orbital hybridization is responsible for similar behavior

in the O-Mg interface.

6.3 NiO/MgO(001)

6.3.1 Models and Computational Method

Here I built a supercell structure of NiO/MgO in the (001) direction from seven

(7) atomic layers each of NiO(001) and MgO(001) slabs. To form a uniform

multilayered structure the NiO(001) surface lattice is stretched to match that

of MgO(001). These new heterostructures are presented in Fig. 6.8 showing

the four possible ways of terminating the atoms at the interface of two binary

compounds. The four ways are labelled according to the interface atoms on

the edge of the cell structure i.e: (a) O-Mg, (b) Ni-O, (c) Ni-Mg and (d)

O-O interface terminations. With their in-plane lattice a set to 2.998 Å and

a fixed cell structure, the atomic positions were fully relaxed in a geometry

optimization calculation using the BFGS method. The Brillouin zone sampling

here was done within a 5×5×1 K point grid parameter.

6.3.2 Results

The relaxation of atoms in the layered structures in fig. 6.8 results in an

epitaxial growth model with novel features at the interface between NiO(001)

and MgO(001) slabs. To analyze the strength of the interface bond and its

readiness to form when the interfacial atoms interact, the work of separation

is calculated as shown in table 6.3. Also, the measured interlayer bond length

and distance after structural optimization is given in this table. From table
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Figure 6.8: Optimized interface terminations of NiO/MgO(001) with (a) O-
Mg, (b) Ni-O (c) Ni-Mg and (d) O-O.

6.3, the most favorable structure is the Ni-O terminated interface with the

highest work of 1.09 J/m2. Again, the O-Mg interface termination has the

shortest bond length of 2.18 Å for the same reason started earlier. Also the

interlayer distances follow a similar trend as the interface bond lengths. The

negative values of work of separations in the Ni-Mg and O-O interfaces is

an indication that cation-cation or anion-anion bonding at the interface are

difficult to form.

Figures 6.9((a) & (c)) shows a 2D slice of the electronic charge differ-

ences plot through the interface O-Mg atoms, which indicates that the elec-

trons are concentrated on the oxygen (O) atoms (red regions). While the blue

regions around Ni atoms means they are electron deficient. Figures 6.9((b)

& (d)) are slices through the interface O-Ni atoms also showing enrichment

of electrons around the O atoms and none on the bonds. The electron cloud

concentrated on the O atom, indicates there is ionic bonding at the interface.
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Table 6.3: The calculated work of separation (WR), interlayer distances and
optimized bond length (L) between the interfacial atoms for the various inter-
face ordering studied.

Interface Ter-
mination

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Interlayer
Distance (Å)

Interfacial
Bond Length
(Å)

Ni-O 1.09 2.25 2.28
Ni-Mg -0.16 3.30 3.37
O-Mg 0.16 2.24 2.18
O-O -0.17 3.39 3.33

Figure 6.9: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in O-Mg and Ni-
O models sliced at the interface edge; (a) lateral view of O-Mg, (b) lateral view
of Ni-O (c) O-Mg viewed along the c-axis and (d) Ni-O viewed along c-axis.
Contour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and electron rich region in
red. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values ranges

from -0.2 to 0.2 e/Å
2
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Now considering the density of states plots in figure 6.10, half-metallicity

of bulk-like layers in the middle of the NiO slabs have been destroyed in the

Ni-O, Ni-Mg and O-O interface models. The half-metallicity was maintained

in the O-Mg model, up until its interface layer. On the other hand, Ni-O ter-

mination with better structural stability shows half-metallic antiferromagnetic

behavior (see fig. 6.10(b)) at its interface [157, 158]. A half-metallic antiferro-

magnet has 100% spin polarization of its conduction electrons and a zero net

magnetic moment. That is a gap exist in the spin up direction at the Fermi

level with 100% spin polarization as seen in figure 6.10(b). To get further

insight into this behavior, I look at the Ni-O bilayer forming the interface and

the total spin magnetic moment as they interact in the interface region. In fig.

6.11(a) comparing the PDOS of NiO interface layer with that in bulk-like re-

gion indicates the half-metallic antiferromagnetism originated from the center

and runs through the NiO(001) slab (see fig. 6.10(b)). However the total spin

moment is an integer value of 2.00 µB, which makes the interface layer a fully

compensated half-metallic ferrimagnet. At this interface with Ni-O termina-

tion, ferrimagnetism co-exist with the half-metallicity, but its compensation

temperature was not computed here. In the case of O-Mg termination given

in fig. 6.11(b) a total spin moment of 1.94 µB was computed and likewise is

not perfectly half-metallic.
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Figure 6.10: Partial density of state plots for the first three layers for the
different interface terminations with (a) Mg-O showing half metallicity at the
interface. While (b) Ni-O (c) O-O and (d) Ni-Mg terminations are negatively
polarized.

6.4 NiO/MgO(110)

6.4.1 Models and Computational Method

The supercell structures in fig. 6.12 were modelled in a similar fashion like

those of fig. 6.8 and the same computational details used for simulating the

NiO/MgO(001) interfaces were also implemented here. Four hetero-structured

models of NiO/MgO(110) interfaces have been made from five and seven layers

of NiO(110) and MgO(110) slabs respectively. These are labelled: (a) O-Mg,

(b) Ni-O, (c) Ni-Mg and (d) O-O, according to the atoms found at the edge

of the cell structure in the interface region shown in fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.11: PDOS comparison of the bulk-like middle layer of NiO(001) slab
with the bilayer forming the interfacial layers of (a) Ni-O and (b) O-Mg inter-
face termination.
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Figure 6.12: Optimized interface terminations of NiO/MgO(110) with (a) O-
Mg, (b) Ni-O (c) Ni-Mg and (d) O-O.

6.4.2 Results

After a full geometry optimization of the NiO/MgO(110) structures, allowing

the atoms to freely relax we computed the structural properties given in table

6.4. Here we measured interlayer distances greater than the optimum Ni-O

or Mg-O bond lengths in all four possible interfacial terminations (O-Mg, Ni-

O, Ni-Mg and O-O). The work of separation values are not far from zero, it

has a negative value for the Ni-Mg and O-O terminations as before. On the
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Figure 6.13: Electronic charge density difference of the atoms in O-Mg and
Ni-O models sliced at the interface edge; (a) lateral view of O-Mg, (b) lateral
view of Ni-O (c) O-Mg viewed along the c-axis and (d) Ni-O viewed from the
top. Contour maps: electron deficient region in blue, and electron rich regions
in red. Small changes in electron density is white region. The field values

ranges from -0.2 to 0.2 e/Å
2
.
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Table 6.4: The calculated work of separation (W) and interlayer distances
between the interfacial atoms for the various interface ordering studied.

Interface Ter-
mination

Work of
Separation
(J/m2)

Interlayer
Distance (Å)

Ni-O 0.62 3.13
Ni-Mg -0.13 3.56
O-Mg 0.59 3.09
O-O -0.37 3.46

O-Mg and Ni-O terminated interfaces (see fig.6.12) there seem to be little or

no interaction between the interfacial layers, so we went on to look at their

charge density difference plots.

Figure 6.13(a) is a 2D slice through the edge of the O-Mg interface

termination. With the charge density cloud around O atoms (red regions) and

blue electron density cloud around Ni indicates electron pairs are not shared.

Figure 6.13(b) is a slice at the edge of the Ni-O structure and figures 6.13(c)

& (d) are views from the top through c-axis. Looking at the electron density

difference plots given in fig. 6.13 for O-Mg and Ni-O interface models, a light-

blue to white region of little interaction can be seen on the interface regions.

The individual NiO(110) and MgO(110) layers still exhibit ionic bonding in

their slabs without much interaction with each other.

Finally, I examined the PDOS near the interface region of NiO/MgO(110)

interfaces to note the changes in its electronic properties and the spin magnetic

moment for the interface layers was computed as well. These analysis were

focused on the NiO(110) slab(s). The PDOS plots depicts some half-metallic

antiferromagnetic characteristics as before, for the O-Mg and Ni-O interface

terminations (see fig. 6.14). Magnetic moment measurements give a non-zero

value, indicating that it is not truly a HMA interface model.
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Figure 6.14: Partial density of state plots for the first three layers for the
different interface terminations with (a) O-Mg (b) Ni-O (c) Ni-Mg and (d)
O-O terminations.
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6.5 Summary

The plane-wave pseudo-potential study of the NiO/MgO interfaces indicate

that the NiO/MgO(001) and NiO/MgO(110) interfaces have a weak stability

based on their adhesion strength. The NiO/MgO(111) interface structure

is more favorable for the Ni-O terminated interface. The Ni-O and O-Mg

terminated interfaces of the NiO/MgO(111) structures exhibit a half-metallic

like characters and comparable structural properties. On the other hand,

the same interface terminations for the NiO/MgO(001) and NiO/MgO(110)

supercell models behaves like a half-metallic ferrimagnet. Due to possessing

high spin polarization, the energetically favourable terminations of Ni-O could

be useful for spintronic applications.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In trying to address the challenges of spin injection in a spintronic device,

the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of functional materials in-

terfaces have been investigated using DFT. This work is mainly focussed on

modeling interfaces with high spin polarization and Schottky contacts with

small lattice mismatch. The first result chapter was dedicated to the c-

MnSb(111)/InSb(111) interfaces. A work of separation calculation reveals

that terminating the interface with Mn atom from c-MnSb and Sb atom from

the InSb (Mn-Sb terminated) side is energetically more stable than the other

interface terminations. This termination also exhibited a high spin polariza-

tion of 92.6% and a slight increase in the value of magnetic moment per Mn

atom.

A study of the interface models of n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and n-

MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) was carried out in chapter 4. The Mn-P and Mn-As

terminated interfaces showed, respectively, an enhanced spin polarization of

63.9% and 61.1% when compared to a n-MnSb bulk polarization of about 18%.

They are covalently bonded and possess a strong p-d hybridization. Investigat-

ing the structural stability through the calculation of work of separation and

measurement of interfacial bond distance show that the Mn-P terminated in-

terface model is energetically more favourable. The behavior at the interface of

n-MnSb(0001) when capped with Sb(0001) was looked at in chapter 5. The Sb

cap prevented oxidation of the Mn and can grow smoothly on n-MnSb(0001)

as indicated by the RHEED, XRD and DFT structural analysis of the inter-

face. At the Sb/n-MnSb(0001) interface structure magnetism was maintained
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with boosted moment of 3.94 µB on Mn atom and a polarization of -57.7% at

the Mn-Sb interface was computed. The ferromagnetic/paramagnetic layered

structure Sb/n-MnSb(0001) could be used in spin transport applications.

In chapter 6, stability calculations showed that the Ni-O termination of

the NiO/MgO(111) interface is energetically more favourable than the NiO/MgO(001)

and NiO/MgO(110) interfaces. The Ni-O and O-Mg terminations for the

NiO/MgO(111) interface have a half-metallic like character. Whereas, these

terminations showed a half-metallic antiferromagnet behavior in the NiO/MgO(001)

and NiO/MgO(110) interface structures.

In this study I focused on (1 × 1) surface slabs in the search for new

interface systems with interesting properties, mainly due to the computational

cost of increasing all three dimensions of a periodic model. However, III-

V semiconductor surfaces do reconstruct to energetically favourable form as

discussed in section 1.4. Designing models that put into consideration the

minimum energy surfaces of these slabs and the preferred absorption site for

atoms at the interface would be a good starting point for further works on

these interfacial systems.

The interfaces studied have no tunnel barrier and the c-MnSb/InSb(111)

interface should have a Schottky barrier in one spin direction, i.e the metal /

semiconductor junction. Understanding the Schottky barrier height here, will

give the interface resistance and the probability of getting spin up or spin down

diffusively into the semiconductor. This is important and can be addressed

with DFT in the future. There is different effective barrier heights for spin up

and spin down, which can be extracted from a DFT calculation.

With an enhanced polarization at the n-MnSb(0001)/InP(111) and n-

MnSb(0001)/GaAs(111) interface, further work focusing on transport related

properties such as electrical conductivity can be done. Calculations to sup-

port ongoing growth study of MnSb/Sb/MnSb(0001) spin valve structure in

the group, which shows promise as a suitable material for making current

perpendicular to plane device model could be carried out.

The I-V curves characteristics of NiO/MgO films will be studied using

the Korringer-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method to determine the nature of its

stability. Applications for memory switching requires a stable I-V curve [124,

159]. Their conductivities will be measured and compared to that of bulk NiO
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which is between 10−15 − 10−17/Ωcm at low temperature [160].
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